




Above: Day in and day out, these doors are a gateway to an institution Top: Sophomores patiently sit through another seminar hour, 
where students will make memories and establish an educational founda- Bottom: Another day of school, every morning students anx-
tion that will last them a lifetime. iously head toward school for a fun-filled day of education. 
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Above: During sixth period, the advanced band flute players pratice hard to perfect a piece of music for their next concert. 

Right: Natasha Matthews (9), and Brittany Adderly (10) dance to Mya's "Pussy Cats" at the Renaissance assembly. 

Measure 
o Time 

Whether we're listening, making, 
or dancing to it, music is a part of our 
everyday lives. It sets the mood, defines 
our personalities, and helps us to express 
our innermost feelings. Although there 
are many different types of music such as 
rock, country, rap, alternative, and r&b, 
it is a common bond between all people. 
When we hear that certain song on the 
radio, it brings us back to a memorable 
moment in our lives. We think of the first 
time we rode a bike, went to a party, got 

our first kiss, and the most embarrassing 
moments of our lives. Music is a keepsake 
that will be around for the rest of our lives. 
It will help us to remember the most impor
tant times we will experience like our wedd
ings, the first time we have children, even 
graduation. Students at SAHS may come 
and go, but memories we form together 
will forever tie us together and our time in 
Korea. Through music SAHS is made an 
undying legacy in the minds of hundreds 
of past students and the students to come. 

SAHS is made up of a diverse population 
of elmiticities and backgrounds.Although 
there are some language barriers and a lot 

of cultural differences at SAHS, music is 
one thing that all students can share and 
enjoy with each other. Though concerts, 
dances, and performances, the sudent pop
ulation is brought together as a whole. 
Like our ethnicities, tastes in music may 
differ, but through music we find many simil
arities that otherwise would have gone un
noticed. 
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Above: Sean Bilbray (12), mesmerizes the student audie
nce with his wonderful performance on the saxophone. 

Above: Katie McCoy (12), Undra Robinson(l 1), Jonath
an Cho(ll), and Noeleen Laughlin (12), show off their 
singing talent at the first quarter Renaissance assembly. 

Above: Yeji Lim (12), adds a classical touch to the ass
embly by playing ""Memories" from CATS on her violin 

Right: Andrew Clio (11). sings out his heart and soul to 
give an all star performance of "Dolls", a popular Ko
rean song. 
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Above: Sophomores: Geoffre Thoma, Jerri Lester, Holly Bellone, and Kathy 
Bradham flaunt their cool outfits for "tacky day" during the Homecoming spirit 
week. 

First:  Seniors: Wayne Kim, Jennifer 
Kleckner, and Glenn Hollander transfer 
games from their calculators during a 
bomb threat. 

Second: Jesse Baker (12), Sean 
Boarman (12), and Daniel Thomas (12), 
sit through a pep rally with enthusiasm. 

Third: Payton Allen (12), takes a 
break from her overwhelming pile of 
math homework. 

Bottom: Sophomores: Ron Park and 
Jay Irwin, struggle to make it through 
another rough day of school. 
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First:  Audrey Pai (12), stops to pose 
for the camera as Dallas Randolph 
(11), tries to explain something to her. 

Second: Matthew Mosley (10) and 
Juqeull Triplett (10), take time out of 
their lunch break to check their e-mail 
in the library. 
Third: Diana Ondrejech (10) and 
Jenny Powers (12) quickly pause to 
take a picture in the snowy wheather. 

Bottom: Kristen Toyofuko (12), and 
Cherie Carter (12) have a short con
versation as they make their way to 
class. 

Top: A group of students leave the dance floor and sit in the foyer of the Yongsan Embassy Club to mingle 
and take a break from dancing at the annual Sadie Hawkin's Dance which was sponsored by the Junior class. 

Above: Ashley Mitchell (9), Jennifer Harnish (9), Jamelle Blackmon (12), Alecia Clark (10), Joyce Ross (9), 
Brittany Adderly (10), and Danielle Covington (12), rest at the food court in Osan after the tiresome work 
of cheerleading for the boys' football teams. 
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Pep-Rally 
Students screamed at the top of their lungs, little hoodlums pranced around in matrix style, 

and every student showed their Falcon Spirit...complete chaos? No, just another typical Seoul 
American High School Pep Rally taking its toll. 

Pep rallies helped hype up excitement for upcoming sports games and tournaments. The rally 
started off by announcing the fall sports teams and its members. With a variety of fun and games, 
pep rallies brought every class, from freshmen to seniors, together in an event that let the 
students express their school spirit. Students participated in fun and games and competed over 
everything from the tug-o-war championship to seeing which class was the loudest and most 
spirited. At the first pep rally, the senior class took it all. Towards the end, students waited 
anxiously to see which of their classmates would be chosen for the Homecoming court. The 
winners of the underclassmen court were announced at the pep rally, but the king and queen 
were not announced until the dance. 

Above: Daniel Ismay (11), Ron Park, (10), Walter Lau (10), and Josh Kim (10), take a break after they had 
to play the exhausting roles of being adjushes in a gang fight. They gave the students a laugh or two with their 
awesome performance at the first pep rally of the year. Unfortunately superman, Ray Lamb (12), overtook 
the adjushes. 

Right: The senior class dominated the gym with their over-rising spirit. During various competitions between 
classes, the seniors had the most spirit, they even took first place in the spirit shouting contest. The seniors' 
anticipation to graduate could clearly be seen by the other classes and the teachers. 



Above: Thomas Coyle (12), with his dominating mass, tugs with much effort for the senior class!!! 
In the end, the seniors' struggling efforts pay off, with a clean victory against all odds. GO SENIORS!! 

Top: Who's your daddy? Chester Boyles (12), a.k.a 
Yijadaddy and James Phillips (12), a.k.a. Captain Planet 
are out to teach the knuckle-puck and save the planet! 
Middle: Robert Boyles (10), and Jay Irwin (10) tug for 
their lives during a competition between the classes. 
Bottom: Jonathan Cho (11), Kellen Bean (11), and 
Mark Castanaga (11), pose for a Homecoming Court 
picture, may the best man win! 



Top: Junior Katherine Huycke makes a sharp fashion 
statement with her equally spikey hair and necklace. 

Middle: Julian Hardin (11) gets his hair braided for a 
new look. 

Bottom: Jerry Doyle (12), Brennan Griffin (12), and 

Markell Porter (11) sport their athletic footwear. 

Above: David Lee (12) and Michelle Kim (12) spike up their "funky and punky" hair for the 
camera. 
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we Page 
Another year at S AHS has come and gone and like years past, students unveiled new 

and inventive ways to express themselves. What used to be poodle skirts, zoot suits, 
and blue suede shoes has become piercings, tattoos, hair, shoes, and bags styled in a 
"Sex Pistolesque" fashion. As we entered the new millennium, students developed their 
own styles and overcame any preconceptions on what fashion could or could not be. 
In our fast paced world, fashion changed with a blink of the eye. Some students fought 
to keep up with the latest styles that appeared in every magazine; while others preferred 
to be unique and wear whatever creative outfits they could find during the morning rush. 
Students at SAHS have developed the mentality that fashion is whatever you chose 
to wear, whether it was bell bottoms, khakis, or baggy jeans, if the students liked it they 
wore it without worrying about what others would think of them. 

Above: Ben Kearny (12), and Dallas Randolph (12), show off their "phat" tattoos. 

Right: ????(??), Shena Grandin (12), and Kyle Parker (12) all carry different style book bags. 
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Over the years, students at SAHS have found numerous places to "hang out." With an 
open lunch, students found it convenient to find a spot away from the school to enjoy their 
meals. Burger King, Popeyes, Dragon Hill Lodge, and the Mini-Mall seemed to be the students' 
choice of facilities to purchase their lunch off campus. Many students with busy academic lives, 
chose to purchase their lunches and return back to school to eat in a classroom. On days when 
the weather was fair, students took the opportunity to enjoy their lunch break outdoors. When 
the sun wasn't out and the weather was a bit nippy most students chose to purchase their meals 
at the Student Store, which served everything from ramen noodles to kimbap. With such a wide 
variety of outdoor and off campus places to eat students seemed to enjoy the picnic area outside 
of Burger King the most. On campus there is a series of pagodas where the students can sit with 
friends and enjoy a little quality time away from their busy school schedule. With nearly one hour 
for lunch, some students who lived near the school were able to run home and enjoy some home 
cooking with just enough time to be back at school for their next class. Many students who ate 
off campus agreed that it was nice to have such a variety of places to eat 

Above: Johnathan Cho (11), Katie McCoy(12), Susan Park (12), and Rebecca Halton (12) spend their free time 
in school catching up on life at SAHS and just hanging out together. 

Right: The "Lunch Bunch" in Mr. Calabro's room. 
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Above: Jenny Duncan (12), David Fortune (12), Daniel Thomas (12), Jesse Baker (12), and Paul 
Bock (11) take a break in front of Burger King. 

Top: Ryan Gamble (12), Steve Carpenter (12), and 
Andrew Richards (12), spend their lunch in the court
yard. 

Middle: Sheila Creed (10) eats ramen from the student 
store at one of SAHS's pagodas. 

Bottom: Anthony Kim (12) and Steven Chung (12) 
hang out in Ms. Pell's room while enjoying the great 
taste of ramen. 
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Above: Chester Boyles (12), Thomas Coyle (12), Justin Hunter (11), and Chris Keane (12) 
around wondering where their dates ran off to. 

Bottom: Seniors: Trashon Hacket, Rome Hacket, 
Preston Mosley, Jamelle Blackmon, Melanie Clark, 
Marie Melton, and Junior Roger Wong Won, pose for 
a quick picture during the dance. 

Top: Jane Chung (12), ponders upon her response to 
Yeij Lim's (12), question, where are all the cute guys 
to 
Middle: Mark Castanaga (11), shouts out to show his 
approval of the Homecoming King and Queen. 



These Are The Times 
Homecoming 

// 

For students, Homecoming festivities began with students making their way to class in 
housecoats and slippers. Excitement built throughout the week as the school's sports teams 
prepared for the KAIAC tournament. The mood was frantic as students rushed to secure dates 
and plans for Saturday's dance. Spirit was high at the Homecoming Pep Rally as the Senior class 
out yelled the Junior class in a "GO FIGHT WIN" spirit contest. The Homecoming celebration 
peaked Saturday afternoon as Yongsan's two football teams, the Dragons and the Raiders, 
battled head to head against each other in the Homecoming Game. The Raiders took the victory 
defeating the Dragons 63-36. After the game, floral shops and salons were packed with students 
making final preparations for the dance. Later that night, smiles were wide and laughter was loud 
as students gathered with friends and loved ones to dance the night away. The dance was held 
at the Naija Ballroom at Dragon Hill Lodge. Students and even some teachers began to dance 
the night away as they anticipated the big moment of the night, the crowning of the Homecoming 
King and Queen. Overall, the dance was a success and everyone agreed that it was a night to 
remember. 

Above: A few Sophomores sit at a table and coverse about how well the night is going. 

Right: In the midst of all the excitement, Geenie Celento (12), takes a break from dancing to laugh at one of 
Willis Pearson's (12), world famous jokes. 
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Military Ball 

Above: JROTC is not always serious, they can be goofballs too! Check out the JROTC court which include Danielle 
Covington, Trashon Hackett, Diana Kinker, Eddie Carreon, Catherine Koroki, Jimmy Ray. Holly Leidel and Josh 
Kim. 

Right: Stephen Lee, Amy Bowen, Robert Durbin, Geenie Celento break it down on the dance floor doing 
the train. Whats up with those shirts guys? 

With the daily work of drilling, learning about leadership, and preparing for Far East 
JROTC competion and Annual Formal Inspection, students in JROTC finally got a chance 
to have fun and chill at the Military Ball held at Dragon Hill Lodge on March 17. Mr. Vice, 
Eddie Carreon and Ms. Vice, Danielle Covington hosted the evening and made it a night 
to remember. 

The evening included a sequence of events. There was the usual "grog bowl" that cadets 
had to drink if the rules of the mess were broken, a series of toasts, a buffet dinner, and the 
crowning of the court. Once this was all completed, cadets commenced to the dance floor 
and boogied the night away to the awesome Cadet Victor Chon the DJ. Cadets were 
relieved to have some time to with their friends and take their minds offthe duties of JROTC. 



Above: Victor Chon (10), Ashlee Cumber (12), John Abston (12), and Rick Pinero (12) sit and 
relax after dinner and wait for the dance floor to open up. 

Top: Diana Kinker (11) and Holly Leidel (12) have fun 
dancing the night away with all the other cadets. 

Middle: Eddie Carreon (11) gives a mischeivious smile 
in his beautiful crown. Wonder what he is thinking? 

Bottom: Ashlee Cumber (12) and Katie McCoy (12) 
stop for a quick pose while letting loose on the dance 
floor. 
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Kristin Toyofuku, Mary-ahn Luciano, 
Diana Merson, Jennifer Lee, 

Jennifer Kleckner 

Steve, JR, JJ, David, Danny, Bull, and Nathan 
Boyz4Life! 

"A good friend is hard to find, hard 
to lose, and impossible to forget." 
D a n i e l l e  C o v i n g t o n  a n d  J a m e l l e  
B l a c k m o n .  

Jason, Raymond, Willis, Jerry, 
Trashon, and BJ 

Jackie Jackson, Linda Lim, Christina 
Song, and Jane Chung. 

J o y c e  R o s s ,  R o n i s h a  S h i v e r s ,  
N a t a s h a  M c F a r l a n d ,  D o m o n i q u e  M c F a r l a n d  
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I homasina Green, Joselvnn f uller, Misil Oxedine and Sue Lee Jenny and Yeji 
and Marie Zenter. 

Jeff, Jason, Steve, Laubster, Paul, David, John, and Sejin 
COLLIER CREW 

John Kang a nd Paul Shin 'BB guns to the 
blazin suns. Riverside roof tops can't beat 'em 
H20 in ya face. CC and PJ rite here baby." 



"THAT'S WHAT F RIENDS A RE FOR" 

Mark and Cindy...I love You. 
We love you too Andrew... 

David, Daniel, Glenn, Victor, Steve, 
Johnathan, and Geoff 

Mimi and JJ 
I love you! 
012-42 

Tabby and Cheri 
Wanna buy a ticket? 

Josh and Kick 
BOyzfOLyphE! 

Katherine and Debbie 

Janet, Linda, Delia, Jennifer 
Much love to my girls! 



"IN GOOD TIMES, AND BAD TIMES" 

all of you. Sam forever..:) 
Best friends forever! 

Misil, Jane, Sojung 
ahn young! Always remember our 
friendship. Take care, sarang hae! 

Danielle and Tesha 
Hey girl! Remember TaeKwonDo! 
And all the fun times we had, never 
forget one another! Lots of Love. 

Carrissa and Albert 

Friends Forever! 
Susan and Stacy 

Amy and Amy 
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Above: Mr. Cullen, a chemistry teacher at SAHS, demonstrates an experiment to First: Preston Mosely (12), works on 
his 6th period class. a computer at the ACS building during 

his CWE period. 
Second: Roger Wong Won (11), stares 
intensely at his computer as he tries to 
figure out what to do next. 

Third: James Phillips (12), and Erik 
Collins (12), prove that they are the 
ultimate students because they can study 
and socialize at the same time. 

Bottom: Kimberly Janes (10), works 
from her workbook in her Korean 
Class. 
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First: Michaela Tucker (12), uses her 
seminar time wisely as she studies in 
Mrs. Mounts' classroom. 

Second: Ken Wright (10), spends his 
free time in the library helping out 
students. 

Third: Mary Pangilinan (10), does 
some researching in the library. 

Bottom: Victor Chon (10), concen
trates very hard on perfecting his pa
per for class. 

Top: In JROTC class, Robert Boyles (10) shows the other cadets how to assemble a blood unit to an injured 
dummy during the annual CPR training. 

Above: Cindy Perez (11), Ray Lamb (12), and Mark Kuhr (11), experience the fine Hispanic delicacy of cow 
tongue in Ms. Lozano's Spanish IV class. 
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'jr CWE 
'She Works Hard for the Money' 

Seoul American High School tried hard to prepare Juniors and Seniors to set out into the 
"real" world, or life after high school. One of the ways in which they did this was by offering 
Cooperative Work Experience, better known to the students as CWE. In CWE, students can 
choose job sites off campus or on campus, and they are taught the skills that go along with 
pursuing your choice of career. It also gives a first hand experience of working to those who have 
never had a job before, without the paycheck of course, but with grades. It gives a good wake-
up-call to those who endure this elective. 

Cooperative Work Experience enabled students to meet new people and try new things. It 
develops relationship skills, conduct yourself in a working environment, and what it takes to do 
a good job. This program is not only meant to help students explore the "working world" but to 
educate them about the behavior at a job site. CWE can be taken for a semester or a full year in 
one to three hour increments. It was one of the most preferred electives taken by Juniors and 
Seniors. Job sites include working on campus, the Dragon Hill Lodge, Seoul American Middle 
School, 121st General Hospital, 34th Support Group, the Veterinary Clinic, and numerous other 
places located around South Post and Main Post. 

Students were expected to report to their job sites as if it were a class in the high school 
(yes, attendance is taken), treat their supervisor as if he or she is a teacher, complete assignments 
given by the supervisor, and complete assignments given by the coordinator of Cooperative 
Work Experience, Mr. Eugene Fried. While the work assigned by the supervisors and the CWE 
coordinator seemed tedious at times, the payoff in the end was well worth all the time and effort 
put into it. The best part about participating in CWE was the opportunity to meet new people. 
Through these confrontations, students were able to attain "people skills." Through CWE 
students leam about responsibility, self control and most importantly, for those who choose 
sites related to their dream career, what it takes to survive life after college. 
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Above: Paul Shin (12), checks up on his paper
work to make sure everything is in order at his 
work site in the middle school. 



Above: Hard at work in the Main Office, Christine Park (12) fills out her weekly time sheet. 

Say What? 
Left: " C.W.E. is a 
good program for stu
dents, but I think the 
curriculum shouldjust 
include working at 
your jobsite and not 
doing assignments." 
Holly Leidel (12) 

Right: "My favorite 
thing about C.W.E. is 
not about learning 
about a first-hand 
expericence of a real 
job, but not going to a 
classroom." 
Jenny Duncan (12) 

Right: "C.W.E. was 
a great experience. It 
gave me a hand 
jobsite. It it gave me 
first hand experience 
of a real job." 
Frank Yance (12) 

Left: "C.W.E. was 
fun. It gave me a 
chance to experience 
what it might be like 
to actually have a job, 
and get out of school 
for a while." 
Erica Keefe (12) 
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Above: The National Honor Society members rush to get into the classroom to find 
seat during a lunchtime meeting. 

Say What? 
Right: "It is great 

to be apart of this 
group of 

hardworking 
individuals, like 

myself and Collins. 
There's no such 
thing as perfect 

people, only 
perfect intentions!" 

Jay Irwin (10) 

Left: "N.H.S. 
pushes its members 
to reach their 
fullest potential in 
leadership, service, 
and character." 
Susan Park (12) 

Right: "Determi
nation doesn't 

come too easily, 
but when you're a 
part of this group 

of hardworking 
individuals, that's a 

key factor you'll 
deftnately need." 
Jennifer Lee (12) 

Left: "Having a 
crowded discussion 
in a room packed 
with other 
members was at 
times aggravating 
but we still had a 
lot of fun." 
Yeji Lim (12) 



'Sittin On Top of the World' 
The National Honor Society is a society that promotes community 

sevice, builds leadership, and promotes academic leadership. All 
students who excell in academics and have a 3.5 grade point average or 
above is eligible to apply to be a member ofNHS .To apply students must 
fill out an application, obtain a teacher recomendation, and fill out an 
information sheet. This year's NHS sponsor was Mr. Toomey, a English 
teacher at SAHS. NHS officers included: President Susan Park( 1 2), 
Vice President Melissa Luciano ( 12), Secretary Anna Chai ( 12),and 
Tresurer,Yeji Lim( 12). 

The NHS organized many events and trips this year. They made 
various trips to orphanages to increase their awareness in regard to the 
plight of abandoned children in Korea. Further excercising their 
community oriented leadership abi 1 ities, they provided valuable assis
tance to foster the betterment ofthe Yongsan environment through their 
avid participation in community service programs. Lastly they exhibited 
their devotion to the community by working to advance the capacity for 
knowledge and learning via tutoring programs. 

NHS went to the Seoul American Elementary School and read to 
children. They used The Cat in the Hat theme and the members read the 
Dr. Seuss' book Green Eggs and Ham. Undra Robinson (1 l)and Laura 
Smith (11) were involved in helping kindergardeners put on a play. 
Robinson and Smith acted as assistants to teachers to keep the kids in 
order. The play was called Dreamingof Disney and various tunes from 
several classic Disney movies were sang. 

NHS 
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Above: During a meeting, Tammy Hcnault (12), 
Sun Lee (II), and Steven Chung (12), study to 
keep their excellent grades in tact. 



'Wind Beneath My Wings' 
The Student Council Association is a group of that represents 

Seoul American High School. The officers are selected by the 
SAHS student body. Members of SCA are very dedicated and 
determined to do their job as an officer well. SCA officers have a 
lot of responsibility and are well rounded students at SAHS. They 
are model students at SAHS who people look up to and rely on. 

One of the most important jobs for SCA is to hype of school 
spirit. They want to make the school year a fun, safe, and exciting 
place to be. Members are always interested in each students new 
ideas and questions. They listen with open minds and ears. Mem
bers want students at Seoul American High School to look back and 
smile as well as forge a lasting memory. 

SCA organizes a number of school events such as 
Homecoming, decorations for the lobby during the Christmas 
season, pep rallies, spirit week, the door decoration contest, and 
school assemblies. Organizing such functions takes a lot of time and 
preparation. This year, members of SCA organized a naming con
test for the student store. This type of contest is a first for SAHS. 
The new name for the student store is the "SAHS Snack Shack." 
With the money earned from car washes, officers were able to paint 
the "Snack Shack" with the Falcon colors of blue and white. Along 
with painting the student store, SCA donated a microwave. 

With the members perserverance and guidance of Mrs. Wilkins, 
the SCA sponsor, this year was a blast and one all SAHSians will 
remember. 

Above: Senior officers: Jane Cluing, Ycji Lim. and Tammy Hcanault review upcoming projects with 
SCA sponsor Mrs. WiIkons. 

Below: Olvia Anglade (II). and Eddie Carreon (II), look over their notes from the last SCA meeting 
to decide what issues need to be discussed. 

Above: Senior class vice president, Danielle 
Covington liases her hand to voice her opinion 
about the subject that is being discussed at a lunch 
time meeting. 



Say What? 

Right: "We had 
many exciting times 
in SCA such as Home
coming, planting 
flowers, and silicon 
valley." 
- Jane Chung (12) 

ficers are girls!! Oh 
yeah, and getting to 
plan Homecoming." 
Eddie Carreon (11) 

Left: "SCA teaches 
you about leadership 
and how to get in
volved." 
Jennifer Lee (12) 

Left: "A role as a 
leader takes hard work, 
but it all pays off, know
ing you're helping oth
ers before you in SCA." 
- Sun Lee (11) 

Right: "The best 
thing about being in 
SCA is all the of-
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Above: Color Guard members, Jonathan Cho (11), Jennifer Lee (12), and Jimmy Ray 
(12), post the Colors at the second quarter Renaissance assembly. 

Say What? 
Right: "I have had 
a lot of fun in R.O.T. 
C. Far East because it 
was overseas. All of 
the Far East Cadets 
have worked extra 
hard and are proud of 
representing SAHS." 
Jimmy Ray (12) 

Left: "J.R.O.T.C. 
teaches me to be
come an outstanding 
leader." 
Nellie Wang (11) 

Left: " JROTC is a 
good program that is 
supposed to teach 
discipline and leader
ship." 
Holly Leidel (12) 

Right: "JROTC has 
prepared me for a 
world out of mommy 
and daddy's house, I 
am now a deadly war
rior." 
Erik Collins (12) 



——— -~x J.R.O.T.C.) 
"Get a Haircut and Get a Real Job" 

The most popular and influential department at Seoul American High School, the 
J.R.O.T.C. department, was very busy in achieving all ofits objectives this year. The 
year started off with the deciding of the largest organization at Seoul American's J.R. 
O.T.C. department, the Color Guard Team. The nominees for the Color Guard team 
were drafted from the best of the best this year had to offer. As the year progressed, 
"uniform days became more of a drag," said, Paul Shin (12), "but I liked wearing 
something that made me feel proud." Of all the other great achievements made by the 
J.R.O.T.C. department this year, the biggest accomplishment was the learning of 
morals and values that will follow each and every cadet throughout the rest of their 
lives. Every other day the cadets met in their prospective classrooms where they each 
learned J.R.O.T.C. standards, appropriate for their L.E.T. level, or year level. Once a 
week, the cadets dressed out in their uniforms and were tested on the week's lessons. 

The whole year's effort culminates into a large yearly Annual Formal Inspection 
that takes place in late April or early May. The inspection starts at 9:00 and ends at 11: 
00. Every cadet is thoroughly inspected by military soldiers, who ask questions that 
were learned throughout the year, and a ranking is given to each and every cadet in the 
battalion. The A.F.I, ends with the entire battalion marching around the field in com
pany mass formation, led by each company's commander. 

Each Falcon cadet leaves the J.R.O.T.C. hall with expertise in marching, 
leadership, and other life's lessons necessary to persue a successful career. Each may 
choose to use or forget them, but J.R.O.T.C. is one of the key factors that has molded 
Seoul American High School into the great school it is today. 

Above: As the A.F.I, inspection takes place, the entire Falcon Battalion gives a salute while 
the National Anthems for Korea and America plays. 

Below: The drill team practices drill for the Far East competition, which is going to be held 
in Okinawa, Japan. 

Above: Seargent Major Braswell, explains to the 
sixth period cadets about the extra-curricular pro
grams. 



M.U.N 
'Heal The World' 

This year members of Model United Nations were extremely busy as they planned and 
prepared for the annual MUN conference. Every year the Far East members of MUN meet in a 
different country to have a conference. Schools from all around Japan, Guam, Korea, and the 
Philippines participated in the conference. This year the conference was hosted by SAHS and 
it took place from March 21-23. The conference was held at the Dragon Hill Lodge, which is right 
across the street from the school. As all the students piled in from other schools, the SAHS 
delegates kept calm and made the conference a huge success. Mr. Kirby, a social studies teacher 
at SAHS, took up the responsibility of being the MUN sponsor this year. Although Mr. Kirby 
was new to the school and to MUN , he coordinated and organized MUN in a very professional 
manner. Senior MUN leaders included: Secretary General Susan Park, Assistant Secretary 
General Brook Davis, Assistant Director Jennifer Smith, President of Security Council Jackie 
Jackson, Director of Security Council Sun Ju Lee, and President of Economic and Social Council 
Kristen Toyofuko. MUN's objective is to show students how to solve world problems by 
realistically dealing with them in practical situations. All students in grades 9-12, who have a 
interest in foreign affairs were able to try out for MUN. The students formed partnerships and 
they represented a country and its current problems. All year the teams worked on finding 
solutions to their country's current obstacles. At the conference, they met with the delegates 
from other schools who had their corresponding countries to see what resolutions they had come 
up with to solve the problems. Although most of the conference was spent debating and 
discussing issues, the delegates were able to take a break from the stressful sessions to get a 
chance to show off their moves on the dance floor. A formal dance was held on one of the nights 
during the conference. Although the members had to endure long hours of research and tedious 
mock sessions, the work all paid off in the end. The students had a successful year and 
represented themselves and SAHS very well. Next year, the students are looking forward to 
getting to travel to another country for the annual MUN conference. 
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Above: "Wow!" Ken Riley (12) looks on from his 
debate table in amazement at how well Far East M. 
U.N. is being conducted. 

o Above: Jennifer Smith (12), Kristen Toyofuku (12), and Brook Davis (12) sit at the head table with 
another representative from another school as they prepared the day's agenda. 

Below: "How's about a date?" David Chung (11), gets his groove on during one of the breaks with 
some visiting M.U.N, representatives. 



Above: Jamie Byun (10), and Jaimec Watson-Helm (9), Hip through their notes as they 
consult with students from other schools about their country's problems. 

Say What? 
Left: " I enjoy this 
academically 
acclaimed program, 
because it opens the 
world of interna
tional relations and 
circumstances that 
effect every sphere 
of human 
conciousness. It's a 
way of encountering 
real life problems." 
Susan Park (12) 

Right: " I like 
doing this, I get to 
wear a suit and talk 

to girls from 
overseas, but it 

teaches me 
responsibility and 

it's a very fun 
experience-letting 

you know what's 
happening around 

the world. I am 
looking forward to 

participating in this 
program next year." 

David Chung (11) 

Left: " M. U. N. is a 
way of life in which 
we live by, because it 
gives you the 
opportunity to talk 
about what is going 
on in society." 
Jennifer Lee (12) 

Right: "This 
program taught me 

to be diplomatic, 
and even though at 
times it was hard to 

compromise, we 
would eventually 

agree on a reason
able resolution." 
Anna Chai (12) 



'Reach 
Encouraging students to exceed past their own limits requires much persuasion, but who is 

willing to persuade students to excel past their own limits...teachers? Yes, but there was also a 
group of hard workers that dedicated themselves and did just that. That was the objective of the 
Renaissance Committee. With a lot of hard work and dedication, this committee of eager stu
dents organized quarterly assemblies including entertainment, which were held to honor the 
students who received Renaissance Cards (White, Blue, Gold, Platinum) and give them prizes. 
The students also received homework/quiz coupons to be exempt from schoolwork. 

Students from grades 9th through 12th were able to be part of the Renaissance Committee. 
Every member received points for attending meetings and participating in activities. This com
mittee honored the Teachers and Students of the Month, who were chosen by the teachers and 
students. "Even though there were a lot of members in the Renaissance Committee, and at times 
things got very unorganized, we still pulled through to give outstanding selfless service," says 
Ms. Pell, teacher sponsor for the Renaissance Committee. As in most organizations, there were 
those few people in this committee that actually sacrificed their free time and gave their 100% 
effort to get most of the work done. "Due to the many members that were in the Renaissance 
Committee, it was also difficult to have reasonably calm meetings!" says Jackie Jackson, student 
president of this committee. Planning the quarterly assemblies was very difficult, but all the hard 
work paid off when the committee saw that the students enjoyed the assembly. "Although 
Renaissance work and fund-raisers can be tiring and stressful, we still tried to have fun while 
working," says Diana Merson, Renaissance Committee Treasurer. 

There was also a special trip in store for the students that made Renaissance. A third quarter 
Field Trip was planned for all Renaissance Card winners to attend Seoul Land on May 23rd. All 
of the activities planned by the Renaissance Committee were a huge success, and many hope to 
see this committee excel with more participants and more activities. 

Above: Always ready to perform, Johnathan Clio (II). Sean Bilbray (12), and James 
Phillips (12) are back dancers who give an awesome performance. 

Below: Congratulation! Students of the Month. Seniors: Melissa Luciano, Linda Lim. Sun Lee. 
and Noeleen Laughlin receive a certificate and applause. 

Left: "And here's your host, Preston!" Preston 
Mosley (12), explaining the rules of the game 
to the players, does a game show skit. 
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Say What? 
Left: " We are try
ing hard to get 
autographed items 
from famous people 
to give out as rewards 
for the next renais
sance assembly." 
Ms. Michelle Pell 

Right: "I stressed so 
much because of Re
naissance this year 
because at times 
things were so hectic, 
but thankfully all of 
our fundraisers, 
activities, and assem
blies finished as huge 
successes. Hopefully, 
Renaissance is truly 
encouraging students 
to excel academically. 

Jacqueline Jackson 
( 1 2 )  

Right: "It was very 
stressful trying to get 
everything organized 
but since we had Ms. 
Pell she made every
thing a little more 
bearable with all the 
yelling at those who 
didn't cooporate." 
Kristen Toyofuku 
( 1 2 )  

Left: "We had a lot to 
do and deal with on our 
hands at several times, 
but everyone did their 
part to do what we had 
to get done. It all payed 
off in the end when 1 
saw a lot of smiles on 
the faces at the assem
blies. I would like to 
thank Ms. Pell for put
ting up with all of the 
committee members at 
certain times." 
Sun Lee (12) 
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Above: Diana Ondrejech (10) decides to make a bit of a change on her newspaper 
article. 
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First: What a mess! Jenny Duncan 
(12), takes some time off to enjoy the 
great taste of Pepsi. 

Second: Always prepared to perform, 
James Phillips (12), shows off his 
dancing skills at a Renaissance assem
bly. 

Third: Trying to catch his breath. 
Ryan Smith (10), tries to keep up with 
the music, way to go! 

Fourth: With a big gorgious smile, 
Katie McCoy (12) is more than happy 
about going to the Far East Drama 
competition, that takes place in Japan 
this year. 
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Top: "And today's specials are..." Brennen Griffin (12), Jenny Duncan (12), and Frank Yance (12) decide 
on what today's specials are going to be. 

Bottom: The sixth period choir sings in sweet harmony as Ms. McDonald plays a tune on the piano. 

First: "Oh, That's how you use it!" 
Paul Shin (12) figures out how to use 
multi-pictures on a digital camera. 

Second: A romantic dinner for two? 
No, just Melissa Luciano setting up 
the scene at a renaissance assembly. 

Third: Playing with groove, 
Samantha Perkins (10) unleashes her 
musical talents in Advanced Band class. 

Fourth: Strike that pose! Steve 
Carpenter (12) really knows drama! 
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"Play that Funky Musi>" 
Flutes, trumpets, saxophones, percus

sion, clarinets, oboes, and trench horns...this 
is what SAHS students can hear corning 
from Mrs. Lee's band room, the sweet 
sounds of music. Whether its concert band 
or advanced band, students at SAHS really 
know how to jam. Band students perform 
concerts with local bands, and perform for 
Renaissance as well as many other commu
nity activities. But, how do the students play 
so well? We all hate to hear it but PRAC
TICE MAKES PERFECT! Whether it's at 
home or in school, band students practice 
hard. We are proud of our Seoul American 
High School band players. Perhaps we will 
even see one of them on our own TV or on 
the radio. 

Band students attend class two or three 
times a week. Students have an array of in
struments to choose from. There is also a 
variety of music that Mrs. Lee chooses for 
the students to play. This way every concert 
differs and band members are allowed to 
show a varying view of what their talents 
and capabilities actually are. 

Band members work together through
out the year to piece together numerous eve
nings of music. Hours of hard work and dedi
cation are devoted to practicing and perfect
ing their music. What results from their 
hours of practice is not only beautiful music, 
but also lessons on discipline, dedication, 
and perserverance. 

The students are also taught a greater 
appreciation for music and what it takes to 
make that music. With Ms. Lee acting as 
the anchor of the band, the members learn 
the fundamental skills needed to orchestrate 
in a band, while also branching off into their 
Dwn personal styles. Through their own in
dividual styles, band students produce sound 
that is truely unique. Band members then 
pull together their unique style of playing 
to form the harmonious sounds of what we 
call "music." Every year the band does an 
excellent job of delivering music to the stu
dents, faculty, and the Yongsan Community. 
This tradition will hopefully continue for 
many future generations of Falcons to come. 

Above: Lee Barnes (11) practices hard on the xylophone during band class. 

Left: "Having Ms. Lee for many years has made me 
appreciate music and has also expanded my knowledge 
of it." 
Anna Chai (12) 

Left: "Ms. Lee is the back bone of the band, if she 
wasn't here, we wouldn't get anything done." 
Christina Song (12) 
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Top: Chris Schrebe (12) asks Ms. Lee a question concerning his 
instrument. 

Top right: Ryan Smith (10) demonstrates how to properly play a trombone 
during one of the band's many practices. 

Bottom left: Ms. Lee conducts her band at a school pep rally helping to 
raise the excitement level of the students. 

Bottom right: Joyce Ross (9) plays her flute according to Ms. Lee's 
direction. 
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Far East Drama 

Top left: "Hat's off to you." Andrew Richards (12) is about to tip his Top right: "Put'er there." Practice was even dramatical, 
hat. 

Bottom left: Steve Carpenter (12), struts his stuff during rehearsal as Bottom right: The "Give My Regards to Broadway" cast. 
Andrew Richards (12) looks on in confusion. 
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On February 27th, 2001, twelve students from 
Seoul American High School set out for Kadena Air 
Base on Okinawa with the intent to bring back some 
gold. Five days later, they came home with their 
goal accomplished. The SAHS Far East Drama 
Team, consisting of Sarah Bradford (9), Jonathan 
Cho (ll), Steven Carpenter (12), Ryan Gamble (12), 
Tracy Keck (12), Sarah Lawrentz (12), John 
McCracken (10), Katie McCoy (12), Samantha 
Newcombe (9), Erik Odom (9), Susan Park (12), and 
Andrew Richards (12), with the help of coach Anna 
Massengill, worked hard and came a long way this 
year. Beginning in January, the members of the 
team dedicated their afternoons and weekends to 
rehearsing a one-act play, reader's theater, and 
individual events. Though it was sometimes 
frustrating to repeatedly hear the words "do it 
again!", all the hard work paid off. The week in 
Okinawa was full of last-minute rehearsals, perform
ing and viewing individual events, and watching the 
one-acts and Reader's Theaters of all the other 
students from across the Pacific. One of the 
highlights there was the tough competition from 
other schools, especially from the Osan Drama team, 
but SAHS managed to come out on top. Big wins at 
the festival included a gold and Best One-Act for 
the play "A Game," a gold for the Reader's Theater 
entitled "Our Crazy Mixed-Up Language," golds to 
Sarah Bradford and Ryan Gamble for their Duet 
Acting piece, and a gold to Tracy Keck for Solo 
Storytelling. Nearly all members of the team came 
home with medals for their individual events. The 
festival was truly a success. After the team had 
returned to SAHS, "An Evening at the Theater" was 
hosted so that the students here could have a 
chance to see all that had been produced. All who 
attended were pleased and impressed with the work 
the team had done. The 2001 Far East Drama Team 
achieved all that was necessary to carry the torch 
and keep up the SAHS standard of producing great 
theater and representing the school with pride. 

Above: "Mama don't play that game," says Tracy Keck. (12) 

Left: "The worst thing about going to Japan for Far 
East Drama was that I could see Jenny Duncan's 
beautiful face for an entire week, believe me it was the 
hardest thing i ever had to do." 
Susan Park (12) 

Left: "We had a lot of fun in Okinawa. Our hard work 
got us lots of medals and some excellent games of 
Monkey Tag!" 
Tracy "Hermione" Keck (12) 
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"Music of 
Seoul American High 

School's Choir may have 
gotten a new teacher, hut 
one thing still remains a con
stant, the sound of the har
mony and melody provided 
by the students. Students of 
this highly talented group 
practice religiously, coming 
in during seminars and even 
after school, especially as 
concert time approaches. 
The students in choir per
form in quarterly concerts 
for both the school and the 
community to enjoy. Al
though it may not necessar
ily the most challenging club 
to enter, only the brave and 
dedicated students can sur
vive and overcome the 
dreaded hours of rehearsal 
and anxiety, better known 
as pre-performance j itters. 

Choir effects all of the 
students within the group, it 
builds communication skills, 
leadership, and teaches 
valuable lessons on 
teamwork. In order for the 
group to sound good (and 
they most certainly do) all 
of the members must put 
aside their differences, both 
personally and vocally, in 
order to achieve the desired 
sound that only n'sync mu
sic could provide. 

The S.A.H.S. choir has 
such an amazingly high level 
of diversity amongst its 
members. Although indi
vidual music styles and pref
erences often make it diffi
cult to agree on perfor
mance pieces the ecelectic 
make-up of the group allows 
for a truely unique sound 
that captivates the audience 
t h r o u g h o u t  t h e  e n t i r e  
evening. 

the Heart" 

Left: "Anyone can sing, it just take confidence in 
yourself to do so." 
Jane Kwon (11) 

Above: Fourth period Chorus members practice for an upcoming performance. 

Left: "Singing is not just from your mind; it comes 
from the soul." 
Michaela Tucker (12) 
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Top: "The Soprano's," of the fourth period choir class join forces with 
the rest of their classmates to produce high quality music. 

Bottom: Third period chorus members gather around the piano for one 
last song before the end of class. 

Top left: Senior Mi Sil Oxendine sings Christina Augilera's "What A Girl 
Wants" during a Renaissance Assembly. 

Bottom: Choir members stand proudly during their performance of the 
American National Anthem. 
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"X W/ i l l  Surv ive"  

Top left: Sheena Grandin (12), spends her lunchtime figuring out which Top right: Paul Shin (12), is busily working on one of the two computers 
pictures to scan and place on a page that she is working on. that the yearbook has to type in some last minute copy. 

Bottom left: Jenny Duncan (12), Erika Keefe (12), and Holly Leidel (12), 
even use their spare class time to look over pages and make corrections. 

Bottom right: Erika Keefe (12), somehow finds time out of her busy 
yearbook schedule to smile and look pretty for the camera. 



Yearbook 
What the mind cannot recollect, pictures in the 

yearbook can. Out of every club, sport, or aca
demic activity, only one will matter in the next fifty 
years... the yearbook. Throughout the year, the 
hard-working yearbook staff spent their days, 
luncht imes, and nights to ensure that every impor
tant event and memory of the year was captured. 

The staffheaded off to T okyo, J apan in October 
fortheAnnual Jouranlism Conference. Sheena 
Grandin (12) and Jerry Doyle (12) took first place 
in the Best Techno Layout in the Far East compe
tition. 

At the beginning of the year, the staff started off 
with over 25 members but as problems began to 
surface the number of the staff members droppped 
to six. The true yearbook staff members are Paul 
Shin, Sheena Grandin, Frank Yance, Jenny Duncan, 
Erica Keefe, and Holly Leidel. Through the 
yearbook, life-long friendships were forged due to 
the amount of time spent together and an under
standing ofthe dedication it takes to put a yearbook 
together. This is something that is unique to the 
Falcon yearbook staff. 

While other students spent their free time and 
vacations hanging out with friends and relaxing, the 
yearbook staff toi led under pressure and stress 
24/7.... we are serious!! With a deadline coming 
up quickly and a lack of workers and materials 
the staff felt too much pressure. The only reassur
ance the staff had was from each other and our 
wonderful sponsor Mr. Calabro. While others 
seemed skeptical about the yearbooks finished 
quality, Mr. Calabro kept faith in his devoted staff 
and stuck by until the end. 
The last days of yearbook was spent sleeping over 
at the school and waking up to find that only more 
work needed to be done. Although the staff almost 
died from exhaustion, we feel that all the work put 
into the yearbook was well worth it in the end. 

Left: "The only good thing about the yearbook are 
the friends that I made." 

Holly Leidel (12) 

Above: Sharing one of the only fun moments of the yearbook year. Paul Shin (12), 
and Jenny Duncan (12), laugh hysterically at something that appears on the screen. 
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"C'mon Ride That Train" 
The SAHS EXPRESS newspaper staff has 

tried very hard all year to give you, the students, a 
quality paper. The staff, which consisted of: Senior 
Editor, Jenn White, Junior Editor, Stephen Lee; 
Freshmen Reporter, Angela Novak; Sophomore 
Reporters, Diana Ondrejech , Susan Page, and 
Eddie Rozzi; Senior Reporters, Jenny Powers, 
Jason Yi, Danielle Covington, and others, flic staff 
was constantly changing but these people, just to 
name a few, worked through out the year. 

For the majority of the staff, newspaper was a 
first time experience. Newspaper advisor Ms. 
Wasson, was also a beginner in teaching j ournal ism 
and at SAHS, but she continuously adjusted her 
teaching methods to create the ideal paper. She let 
our stories be as open as possible, but reminded us 
to keep things in good taste. 

The newspaper tried to cover every school 
event from homecoming to bomb threats to sports. 
We chose students and teachers periodically to be 
interviewed in the Falcon Feature. The Express 
staff, sometimes, worked in col 1 aboration with the 
yearbook staff to borrow pictures or other year
book staff members. 

The staffbegan by getting used to their com-
puterprograms and otherpeople involved. The 
Express team had to work together, at times 
bickering over something as simple as the amount 
of white space on a page. 

The latest we stayed was until six at night to try 
and get the paper ready for the Far East Journalism 
Conference. Thejoumalism class helped newspa
per out with their stories and editing. Jason Yi, 
Stephen Lee, Diana Ondrejech, and Susan Page, 
traveled to the 2000 Far East Journal ism Confer
ence alongside the yearbook staff. The conference 
was held in Tokyo, Japan, hosted by The New 
Sanno H otel. The staff stayed for five day s com
peting in various tests ofj ournalism ability. Jason Y i 
received a t-shirt for turning an article in by deadline. 
Stephen Lee and Jason Yi also won second place 
forthe Sports WritingChallenge. Other challenges 
that were entered were the Feature Writing Chal-
lenge,Caption WritingChallenge, LayoutChallenge, 
and the Photography Challenge. At the conference, 
the staff received constructive criticism on com
pleted newspapers and went to seminars to leani to 
make a better paper. 

Our first newspaper wasn' t read by many people, 
but hopefully those ofyou who did read it, liked it. 
Ifyou didn't likeour paper,join nextyear and make 
it even better than before; the previous staffknows 
it's not as easy as you may think. 

Left: "Newspaper is good for the school because it 
enlightens people on what's going on in the world ftom 
a teen's perspective." 
Eddie Rozzi (10) 

Left: "Newspaper is a fun thing to be involved in. I've 
learned a lot about teamwork and my future career." 
Diana Ondrejech (10) 

Above: Jenny Powers (12) makes some final revisions to her Columbus Day article 
so she can hand it in by deadline. 



SAHS Express 

Top: Stephen Lee (11) tries to figure out how to transfer pictures from 
the digital camera to the computer. 

Bottom: Jason Yi (12) critiques newspapers and edits his own sports stories 

before handing in his assignment for publication. 

Top: Jenny Duncan (12), the class clown, takes time out to actually work in 
between her busy schedule of talking and being sarcastic. 

Bottom: The journalism class is at a group station where they critique articles 
that are to be completed to meet the first Express deadline. 
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"More than Words" 
Sign Language Club 

48 
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Do you have an open mind, a desire to learn, and a will to 
help others? If so, then the Spanish club should sound appealing. 
Under the direction of Mrs. Myriam Lorenzo, a Spanish teacher at 
SAHS, the Spanish club has done many wonderful things this 
year. A well organized team of officers included President, Tai 
Pham-Williams (12), Vice President, Undra Robinson (11), 
Secretary, Regina Foston (12), and Treasurer, Brook Davis (12). 
They helped to make the club an even bigger success. The objec
tive of the Spanish club was to gain knowledge of the Hispanic 
culture, to learn more about the Spanish language, and to serve 
as an active group in the community. All students in grades 9-12 
who have an interest in learning more about the Hispanic lan
guage and culture are welcome to join the club. Throughout the 
course of the year, the Spanish club has participated in many 
volunteer activities. During Christmas break, the club visited the 
DMZ to bring cookies to soldiers. They hosted a spelling bee and 
a Women's History Month Essay Contest. In October, the club 
sponsored a Hispanic Month Assembly at the high school. Not 
being able to meet because of bomb threats was a difficulty that 
the club faced this year. At the end of the year, the club will visit 
Everland as a reward for all their hard work. Overall, the club 
would say that is has been as great year or estuvo un buen ano! 

Above: Mickey Smith (10) directs her attention to the speaker of a 
lunchtime Spanish Club meeting. 

Above: Together Sponsor, Mrs. Myriam Lorenzo, and president, Tai 
Pham (12), direct the activities of the Spanish Club meeting. 
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2000-2001 



Concert Band 



Above: Mr. Martin, looks around a little confused on where and how to begin to teach First: "Conservative" Mr. Calabro 
his physics students the prepared material. eats old bread from his desk drawer. 

Second: Mrs. Wilkins signs a seminar 
pass for one of her students. 

Third: Caught ya! Mr. Palomares 
looks up with a surprised smile. 

Bottom: Mr. Cullen, wipes down the 
counters to prepare for a lab in his next 
class. 
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First: Mr. Camerud laughs franti- Top: Mr. Rozzi, Mr. Hilgar, and Mr. LaValley get together to have a discussion during an early morning student 
cally at one of his hilarious emails. inspection through the metal detectors and x-ray machines. 

Second: Loungin ...Mr. Gregg takes Bottom: Ms. Massengill, attempts to help Danielle Covington, 12, with her homework during English class, 
a break in the teacher's lounge. 

Third: Tardy? Mrs. Gamble checks 
to see if class has already started. 

Bottom: Mr. Hilgar and Mr. Harden 
look on as the pep rally begins. 
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Dennis Rozzi 
Principal 

Dennis La Valley 
Assistant Principal 

(Catherine Allan 
Librarian 

Tom Balch 
Art/TechEd 

Emily Bean 
Educational Aide/Coach 

Ron Behr 
Math/Coach 

Patricia Boyd 
Business/Coach 

Rick Cade 
Special Ed. 

Above: Peace! Mrs. Bean poses for a picture with Mr. Calabro during 
one of his free periods. 

Left: May I help you? Ms. Yi, in the guidance office is always willing to 
help. 
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LeeFracker Margo Gamble Richard Gamble Gene Gregg 
Math School Secretary Educational Technologist Social Studies/English 

2000-2001 Seoul American High School Faculty 

Kurt Camerud 
A.V.I.D. 

Royce Cannon 
Educational Aide 

Suella Clark 
English 

Domenico Calabro 
Social Studies 
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Above: Ms. Wasson, working in the media center, looks Above: Mr. Camerud, Mrs. Gamble, Mr. Kirby, Mrs. Marts, Mrs. Reyman, and Mrs. Allen 
up with a smile for the camera. are about to jam up the renaissance assembly. 

Kwan Kim Hak Julian Harden Charlotte Hicks Dennis Hilgar 
Library Technician Health/Coach P.E./Coach P.E./Coach 
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Above: Initiative! Mr. Woodruff pauses as he is about to get lunch ahead 

of time to remain in the office during lunch. 

Above: Looking over some forms, Ms. McHan gives a quick smile to get 
back to her busy schedule. 

Above: Oh no! Ms. Kim is about to hand out another test to one of her 
Korean classes. 

Above: "Oh my," says Mr. Cullen, the notoriously calm chemistry teacher. 

Above: Roll Call! Mr. Hilgar takes the attendance during 
one of his P.E. classes. 

Above: S.S.R.'s over, Ms. Wilkins gets ready to hand out some seminar 
passes moments later. 
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Myriam Lorenzo 
Spanish 

Kwi Suk McDonald 
Choir 

Joan Oana 
Math 

Brian Martin 
Science 

Barb Martz 
HomeEc/Science 

Penny Mcintosh 
Special Ed. 

Venita Mitchell 
Educational Aide 

Yong-Ho Pak 
Supply Clerk 

Frank Palornares 
Guidance Councelor 
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Anna Massengil 
English 

Samia Mounts 
Science 

Lisa Park 
Math 
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Jane Powell Joyce Powell Sharon Reymon 
Science Special Ed. Computers/Math 

John Paulson 
Social Studies 

Paul Sidoff JohnToomey AmyWasson YangkiWojcik 
Science English English Math 

Charles Woodruff 
Office Assistant 

Kyong-HuiYi MyongYi 
Korean Secretary 

Sun-Cha Yi 
Data Clerk 
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First: Diana Merson (12), Jennifer 
Smith (12), and Jennifer Lee (12) 
use their break time to visit with one 
another. 

Second: Kyle Parker (12), attempts 
a running start for his next class but 
can't resist the chance of a photo op. 

Third: Tracy Keck (12), shows 
that while having a good education is 
important, other skills are equally 
vital to meeting the criteria of being 
a senior. 

Fourth: DeVaris Mangum (12), like 
many other seniors, seems to have 
forgotten something that should be as 
familiar to you as your own name. 

Above: Tammy Henault (12), wears a pained expression most seniors are all too 
familiar with while completing one of her many college applications. 



First: The SAHS senior class is an 
incredibly diverse group, consisting 
of students of all shapes and sizes. 

SecondrSeniors: James Phillips, Sean 
Bilbray, and Kevin Furby, survey the 
crowd for competition at the pep 
rally, they quickly come to 
the conclusion that as Seniors, they 
are the best. 

Top: Senior class president Ray Lamb (12), demonstrates what senior year is all about: hard work, diligence, 
and of course, a short break every now and then. 

Bottom: Geenie Celento (12), and Maeve Marks (12), flaunt their Senior status as kings and queens of the 

school. 

Third: Preston Mosely (12), 
takes time out of his busy schedule 
to pose for the camera. 

Fourth: Seniors show their spirit at 
pep rallies, outstaging all other 
classes this year. 61 



Amy Y. Anderson John G. Abston Pay ton L. Allen Patrick Bak 

Sean C. Bilbray Amy M. Bivens Jamelle P. B lackmon Sean J. Boarman 

Steven H. Carpenter II Shawnee L. Carrington Cherie M. Carter Geenie A. Celento 

Jane J. Chung Steven K. Chung Erik Collins Derrick P. Costine 



Jesse M. Baker Jr. Julie M.Beal Catherine K. Beirne Danielle M.Berdine 

Amy M. Bowen Chester D. Boyles Magno L. Cabio Antonisha Cameron 

Anna Chai Jorge A. Chavez Woo H. Cho Sharon C. Choi 

Danielle D. Covington Krishna Cox Thomas A. Coyle Joyce L. Crabb 



"WHERE DID THE TIME GO?" 



THOSE WERE THE DAYS 



Tammy Henault Rebecca S. Hensley Glenn L. Hollander Randall T. Hull 

Benjamin Kearney Erica J. Keefe 

\ 

Anthony Y. Kim Tracy L. Keck 
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Jacqueline Jackson William B. Johnson John H. Kang Christopher A. Keane 







Robert J. McNeil Marie A. Melton Diana C. Merson Preston Mosley 

Young Seok Kim Nathan D. King 

David Y. Lee 

Mary-Ahn Luciano 

Jennifer K. Lee Sun Ju Lee 

LL 
DeVaris T. Mangum Jennifer L. Marks 

Linsey Kyle 

Jane Lee 

Melisssa Luciano 
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Maeve Marks Mercedes Mascoll Katie McCoy Latesha M. McFarland 

Raymond L. Lamb 

Holly A. Leidel 

I 
Jeffrey G. Laub 

Jonathan P. Letard 

Noeleen Laughlin 

Linda H. Lim 

Sarah E. Lawrentz 

Yeji Lim 

Mi Sil Oxendine Paul Y. Newman Steven J. Oden Michael M. Odom 



10lYEARS 

Below: Willis Pearson will start 
his very own, all-inclusive nud
ist colony where he will be an 
active participant. 

Above: Thomas Coyle will be on his 
to winning yet another PGA tournament. 

Below: Noeleen Laughlin will follow in 
the footsteps of Mother Teresa and 
become a nun. 

Below: Brennen Griffen will enjoy a little 
R&R at the finest hotel money 

Above: Ray Lamb 
youngest president 

will become the 
of the U.S. 
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Jesse L. Sapatu Christopher Schrebe D.C. Searles Nadine Senk 

Andrea R. Veasey Christina M. Song Jamie M. Steinhardt Caren C. Strain 



William L. Pearson Mareo O. Pettiford Tai Pham-Williams James L. Phillips 

Ryan J. Reich Danielle N. Reid Andrew S. Richards Kenneth D Riley 

« 
Eugene A. Shepherd Paul J. Shin Stephanie S. Skaggs Jennifer A. Smith 

1 

Bradley L. Swint Kriangsak Tahwijit Matthew A. Toney Kristen Toyofuku 
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NOW and 
w w 

James Phillips & Erik Collins 
Chillin in the playground back in the day. 

Erica Keefe & Holly Leidel 
Look at these angels in their tutus. 

? 
f • wm\ 

Marie Zenter & Joselynn Fuller 
They cheese it up in the early days. 

James Phillips & Erik Collins 
Gettin ready for a larger playground today. 

Erica Keefe & Holly Leidel 
Now all dressed up for homecoming. 

Marie Zenter & Joselynn Fuller 
Today they are all grown up. 
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SENIOR 
SUPERLATIVES 
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Above: Tyler Alexander (11), shows some of the wear and tear resulting from his 
Junior year, the most academically challenging. 

First: Selina Bliss (11). takes time off 
from her busy schedule to hang out 
with her friend. 

Second: Some Juniors chose to 
socialize instead of work during the 
time spent in Collier as a result of 
the many bomb threats that plagued 
SAHS thisyear. 

Third: Andrew Cho (11), exhibits 
very upperclassmen like behavior and 
attempts to take as much time as 
possible getting to his next class. 

84 

Fourth: JR Pate (11), appears to have 
lost his sense of humor while going 
over some of the work the teachers 
actually expect him to do. 



First: Julian Harden (11) doesn't seem Top: Junior Danny Fliegelman barely has time to pose for the camera at one of the schools pep rallies, 
to mind missing a few seconds of class 
to have a picture taken. Bottom: Robert Durbin (11) and Steven Lee (11) catch up with their friends between classes. 

Second: Kellen Bean (11) and Mich
elle Bessette (11) talk about how 
great it would be if no one had ever 
heard of the word "math." 

Third: Debbie Miller (11) talks with 
friends inbetween classes, a favorite 
past-time of most students. 

Fourth: Daniel Werho (11) poses for 
the camera before going to have a 
quick word with Mr. Rozzi. 
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Abston, Lily 
Alequin, Christine 

Alexander, Tyler 
Anglade, Olivia 

Bean, Kellen 
Bessette, Michelle 

Blackshearlll,R.B. 
Bliss, Salina 

Bock. Paul 
Bresnahan, Jennifer 

Brickey, Paul 
Browning, Jennifer 

Campbell, Erika 
Carreon, Lord 

Castanaga, Mark 
Cho, Andrew 

Cho, Jonathan 
Chong, Susan 

Chung, David 
Collinge, Samuel 

Copus, Kacee 
Covington, Jeffery 
Crabtree, Deborah 
Crowley, Micheal 

Dalton, Miji 
Davis, Quentin 
Davis, Tiffany 

De Rousse, Ericka 
Diefendorf, Ashley 

Diggs, Danielle 

86 

"You're sixteen, you're beautiful, and you're mine..." 

Above: Mark Castanaga and Cindy Perez, posing for a picture, Above: "Peace." Sue Lee and Andrew Cho say a little sumthin' 
smile with glee. sumthin' for the camera. 



Through much anticipated waiting, they finally arrived! Although 
their patience paid off, they still had to face the many difficulties that 
Junior year, considered by most-the most difficult year of all, came with. 
From Mr. Martin's daily physics homework schedule; Mr. Boyd's A. P. 
History tests; Mr. Toomey's unexpected A. P. English essays - it made 
Junior year, all the more, unbearable. With many aspects of stress and 
"going crazy," there were some up-sides to this year as well. In addition 
to attending Homecoming, Juniors were finally able to attend prom, 
which was held in fourth quarter to resolve some of the worries of study
ing for all those A. P. exams. But the most essential thing that Juniors 
looked forward to was becoming Seniors next year. Despite much of the 
harsh reality of Junior year, they really earned the opportunity to finally 
become Seniors next year - no obligations attached. 

Dixson, Veronica 
Dominguez, Cristina 
Dorsey, Johnny 
Durbin Jr., Robert 
Fliegelman, Daniel 
Ford, James 

Foston, Katherine 
Fournier, Matthew 
Fowler, Carl 
Fraley, Jennifer 
Gonzales, Elena 
Gradin, Mark 

Greenwood, William 
Gregory, Sonjia 
Grewatz, Hannah 
Hafer, Hillary 
Han, Daniel 
Han, Jonathan 

Harden, Julian 
Hayden, Jerry 
Heath, Carole 
Heintz, Achin 
Hjuler, Stacy 
Howard, Douglas 
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Hunter, Justin 
Hurd, Charles 

Huycke, Katherine 
Hwang, Esther 
Ismay, Daniel 

Jenkins, Tanje 

Johnson, Christopher 
Jung, Leo 

Kavinsky, Christopher 
Keller, Thomas 

Kim, Gi Yeon 

Kim,Hana 
Kim, Jonathan 

Kim, Tina 
Kim,Unie 

Kinker, Diana 
Kling, John 

Knight, Brandon 
Koroki, Catherine 

Kuhr, Mark 
Kwon, Jane 

Lee, Jonathan 
Lee, Steven 

Lee, Sue 
Lee, Sun Kyung 

Letarde, Eury 
Ley, Eileen 

Martz, Joshua 
McCracken, Jim 

McCue, Lourdes 
McFarland, Domonique 

Mclntyre, Jenny 
NcNair, Simone 
Merritt, Krystal 
Miller, Deborah 

Mitchell, Patrick 
Miyamura,Glen 

Nichols, William 
Oh, Douglas 

Ortman, Monica 
Park, Anne 

Park, Diane 
Park, James 

Park, So Jung 
Park, Theresa 

Pate Jr., Edward 
Pearson, Michael 
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Peek, William 
Perez, Rafael 
Perez-Lorenzo, Cindy 
Pettiford, Jennifer 
Porter, Marked 
Reid, Michael 

Rice, Gretchen 
Rios, Victoria 
Ritualo,Noemi 
Robinson, Undra 
Robledo, Daniel 
Rowe, Natalie 

Scarbalis, Daniel 
Sims, Daniel 
Smith, Carleton 
Smith, Laura 
Spillman, James 
Stikeleather, Jennifer 

Street, Cheri 
Taylor, Erika 
Thron, Rane 
Valadez, Tabetha 
Walrath. Kreshona 
Wang, Nellie 

Werho, Daniel 
Williams, Helen 
Wong Won, Roger 
Yerabek, Amy 
Yune, Esther 

Above: Diana Kinker, Olivia Ongiade, Cindy Perez, Jonathan Cho, Kellen Bean, and Mark Castanaga, are nominated to 
represent the Junior Class in the Homecoming Court. 



JUNIOR 
SUPERLATIVES 



9! 

Most Changed 
Steve Fowler A Carol Heath 



Above: Sophomore Ron Park (10), surprisingly looks up at the camera as he rushes 
to shove his books in his locker before his homeroom class. 

First: Tabetha Valadez (10), mixes 
her chemicals into her beaker for chem
istry class. 
Second: Walter Lau (10), goofs off in 
the student store as he tries to make 
money for his class. 

Third: Seeing Double? No, just 
Michelle Countryman (10), and her 
twin sister, Christine roaming the halls. 

Bottom: Sophomores use their semi
nar time to study quietly in Mr. Cullen's 
classroom. 
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First: Sophomore girls casually stroll 
through the hallways as they strut their 
stuff. 

Second: Lora Cheatham (10) gets 
acquainted with the local military po
lice during the lunchtime. 

Third: Diana Ondrejech (10), reads a 
newspaper during sustained silent read
ing time. 

Bottom: Susan Page (10), walks around 
the campus looking for picture taking 
oppurtunities for journalism. 

Top: Cherie Bessette (10), shoves some a small piece food into her buddy Jamie Byun's (10), mouth out in 
the courtyard during lunch. 

Above: At the pep rally, the sophomores sit together and show their spirit as they laugh at all the competitons 
that are going on in the middle of the basketball court. 
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No longer inexperienced freshman, this 
years sophomore class proved to the upperclass-
men that they are equally worthy of the title 
"Falcon." Settling into the atmosphere of high 
school last year, Sophomores were more free to 
enjoy themselves and hang out with their friends. 
New friendships were forged and lifelong memo
ries were made as they journeyed their way 
through the hallways of SAHS. This year the 
Sophomore class showed their pride and spirit by 
participating in pep rallies and spirit week, 
learning from their experience, or lack thereof, as 
Freshmen. 

However, with one step closer to gradua
tion comes the stress, anxiety, and anticipation 
that will become all too familiar as they prepare 
themselves mentally and academically for the 
madness of the dreaded year to come: JUNIOR 
YEAR!!! Many faced difficulties throughout the 
year, but they stood their ground and worked 
hard to achieve their goals. They began to notice 
that schoolwork is more strenuous because their 
teachers expected more from them. They also 
needed to learn the responsibilities that stood 
waiting for them next year. Some of the responsi
bilities waiting for them was preparing for the 
SAT's, AP exams, and preparing for college. 
Students and teachers at SAHS know that these 
Sophomores will accept the challenge and give 
110%!! The second year of high school is one 
that students will remember forever and look back 
with pride and smiles. 

Above: "Yay! It's lunch time!" Charleen Laughlin (10) and Cherie Bessette (10) 
make their way upstairs to meet their friends. 

Adderly, Brittany 
Akers, Timothy 

An, Samuel 
Anderson, Cassi 

Apodaca, Ashley 
Ashley, Marsha 

Barnes, Lee 
Beirne, Caroline 

Bellone, Holly 
Bessette, Cherie 

Bliss, Brian 
Blocker, Daniel 



I Wanna 
Left: "I wanna know when I can get out of these clothes and 
be wearing normal clothes."-Jamie Byun 

Right: " I wanna know when I will become a famous volley-
ballplayer."- Char Laughlin (10) 

Left: "I always wonder about the future, what college is 
going to be like and where I'm gonna go."-Mimi Chang (10) 

Right: "I wanna know why I think a lot about why I am so 
cool."-Walter Lau (10) 

Blood, Andrea 
Boyles, Robert 
Bradham, Kathy 
Brennan, Scotty 
Brickey, Christe 
Brown, Davina 

Brown, Johnathan 
Bruno, Courtney 
Bryant, Damon 
Byun, Jamie 
Capenter, Christine 
Carr, Jeremiah 

Chaiyton, Nakarin 
Chang, Matthew 
Chang, Mimi 
Chase, Brian 
Cheatham, Lora 
Childress, Jennifer 

Cho, Beeson 
Choi, Christopher 
Chon, Victor 
Churchwell, Bang 
Clabo, Claudia 
Clark, Alecia 
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Collier, Michael 
Countryman,Christine 
Countryman,Michelle 

Cox, Gwendolyn 
Creed, Sheila 

Cromer, Tanya 

Crowley, Matthew 
Dahl, Kathryn 
Dalton, Jason 

Davis, Drew 
De Kemper, Dana 

Dongu, Robert 

Douglas, Dashawn 
Evans, Ryan 

Ewing, Natasha 
Fondacaro, David 

Foote, Karen 
Fournier, Andrew 

Ghim, David 
Glasser, Chris 

Harnish, Jeffery 
Herron, Eric 

Hogle, Charles 
Hudson, Robert 

Hunter, Robert 
Huycke, Elizabeth 

Irwin, Jay 
Ives, Jessica 

Jackson, Crystal 
Jackson, Keyuna 

Jackson, St, Regis 
Janes, Kimberly 

Jung, Sarah 
Kang, Jung Mo 

Kihara, Sally 
Kim, Gina 

Kim, James 
Kim,Joshua 

Kim, Jung Min 
Kim, Min 

Kim, Thomas 
Kye, Mi Son 

Kyle, Clinton 
Larkin, Stacy 

Lau, Walter 
Laughlin, Charleen 

Lawson, Jarnal 
Lee, Benjamin 
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Lee, Daniel 
Lee, David 
Lee, Esther 
Lee, Eyvonne 
Lee, Kenny 
Lee, Vivian 

Leslie, Joseph 
Lester, Jerri 
Levesque, Justin 
Lim, Minji 
Livingstone, Daniel 
Manino, Joshua 

Manning, Keisha 
Matthews, David 
Mayes, Corey 
McCracken, John 
Melton, Michelle 
Miller, Daniel 

Mokhesi, Mamello 
Mosico, Gloriebell 
Mosley, Matthew 
Mounts, Ashley 
Moxley, Elizabeth 
Oh, Eugene 

Ondrejech, Diana 
Page, Susan 
Pangilinan, Mary 
Park, Ronald 
Park, Young 
Parrish, Jennifer 

Perez, Jorge 
Perkins, Samantha 
Petersen, Nathan 
Phillips, Chad 
Pierson, Joshua 
Pines, Michael 

Popp, Tara 
Prosser, Tony 
Rackley, Duane 
Ragonese, Jeannine 
Raymond, Sean 
Renaud, Michele 

Robinson, Jamie 
Rock, Darin 
Rogers, Brandon 
Rollins, Alicia 
Rozzi, Edward 
Sawyer, Donna 
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Shaw, Joshua 
Singleton, Christopher 

Singleton, Curtis 
Smith, Miki 

Smith, Ryan 
Spano, Stephanie 

Stewart, Kristina 
Thoma, Geoffre 

Thomas, Douglas 
Thorn, James 

Touzani, Gregory 
Triplett, Juquell 

Tsubota, Amy 
Vasconcellos, Steven 

White, Anthony 
White, Randy 

Whitham, Audrey 
Wicherski, Adam 

Williams, Exzayvier 
Wood, Kelly 

Wright, Kenneth 
Yoshikawa, Sharon 





SOPHOMORE 
SUPERLATIVES 





Above: Susan Anderson (9) decorates her paper egg with glee in english class. Top: Group up! Freshmen gather up 
for a groupie picture during lunch 
time. 

Second: Looking a little nervous, 
Herald Oertwig (9) and Matthew Irwin 
(9) seem anxious as the Homecoming 
Court is about to be announced. 

Third: There's no escape! Little 
does Amanda Walrath (9) know as she 
looks at the camera in awe. 

Fourth: Erika Douglas (9) and 
Kristine Ballucanag (9) stop for a 
second to pose at their best. 
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Top: Joshua Cho (9) waits patiently 
for free-time in P.E. while sitting in 
his roll call line. 

Second: "Throw it up G!" Jeffery 
Morning (9) gets the camera's atten
tion in math class by "throwin it up" 
high. 

Third: "BO-RING!" Freshmen just 
can't wait to get out of third period for 
lunch. 

Fourth: Brother and sister, Jeffery 
Harnish (10) and Jennifer Harnish (9) 
match it up with tropical gear at 
Sadie's. 

Top: Freshmen look somewhat happy but are tooshy to show some school spirit at the very first pep-rally 
of the year. 

Bottom: "Let's do something cool!" Failing to do so, the freshmen still try really hard to be cool. 
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"Follow the Leader" 
FRESHMEN 

At last! Finally we're here! Back to step one in 
the four more years to come. Freshmen need to look at it 
more optimistically with new opportunities and more 
doors open for them. With the harshness of running a 
mile every week for physical education class, these 
freshmen knew that getting through their first year of 
high school wasn't going to be an easy one. But with 
the privilages to go and eat at Popeyes, Burger King, or 
the Dragon Hill Lodge for lunch made this year seem to 
be more durable. With more classes to choose from and 
a wide range of extra-curricular activities, there was a 
more demanding schedule for these adolescents. But 
they took on the task with great enthusiam. 

Boarman, Bridget 
Bornowski, Joshua 

Bradford, Sarah 
Brennan, Patricia 
Bridges, Caroline 

Brooks, David 

Anderson, Susan 
Ballucanag, Kristine 

Barger, Nicole 
Berdine, Jessica 

Bingham, Zachariah 
Bliss, Justin 

Above: Amy Yerabek (11) and Erin King (9) help each other 
stretch out before running the weekly beep run in Mr. Hilgar's 
P.E. class 

Above: Pagen Clark (9) and Gabriel Mosher (9) run frantically to finish the mile 
run within eleven minutes. 

Brown, Johnathan 
Bruce, Jiovanna 

Bums, Erin 
Cabiao, Marco 

Cain, Sony 
Chae, Song Hwa 



Chaiyaton, Jutamas 
Chatman, Joshua 
Cho, Joshua 
Chon, Richard 
Church, Brandon 
Clark, Pagen 

Cline, Tammy 
Covington, Thomas 
Davenport, Sara 
Davis, James 
Davis, Tiara 
DeNio, Lisa 

Douglas, Erika 
Eddy, Arthur 
Eichelberger, Randall 
Eikmeier,Eric 
Fedasz, Mary 
Foti, Anthony 

Frazier,Daryl 
Fyfe, Dennis 
Gibson, Monica 
Gordon, Kristena 
Grewatz, Joy 
Griffin, Sony 

Gwinn, Allen 
Hancock, Mandy 
Harnish, Jennifer 
Hebert, James 
Hemming, William 
Hicks, Mercedes 

Right: What's the best thing about being a 
freshman? 

"Having more priviledges and just being in 
high school finally makes life a whole lot 

different." 
William Parker (9) 

Above: Freshmen take the opportunity 
to converse like regular high schoolers. 

Right: What's the best thing about being a 
freshman? 

"Having the opportunity to participate in 
high school sports and having more priviledges." 

Jiovanna Bruce (9) 



Hightower, Anthony 
Hirata, Boyd 

Hollander, Justin 
Holmes, Joshua 

Hopkins, Anthony 
Hwang, Susan 

Irwin, Matthew 
Ismay, Debrah 

Jackson, Jennifer 
Jenkins, David 

Jung, Stephanie 
Kane, Robert 

Kempink, Kerry 
Killebrew, Ronald 

Kim, Alexander 
Kim, Da Mi 
Kim, Daniel 

Kim,Gina 

Kim, Jennifer 
Kim,Nicholas 
Kim, Richard 

Kim, Seong Hoon 
Kim Jr., Richard 

Kim Jr., Tony 

King, Erin 
Kingston, Michael 

Kleckner, Samantha 
Labial, Charles 
Lamb, Brittany 
Lapp, Michael 

Lee, Christopher 
Lee, Hannah 

Lee, Joel 
Lee, Young 
Linde,Elin 

Lorica, Jhunrie 

Loughran, Nicholas 
Luciano, Melinda 

Mangum, LaTia 
Martin, Danielle 

Matthews, Natasja 
McFarland, Natasha 

McReynolds, Sonya 
Middleton, Cinnamon 

Miller, Zachary 
Minnich, Wayne 
Mitchell, Ashley 

Mizani, Mehdi 
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lEtNIUS 

P0(H>»CC0 

Mock, Geoffrey 
Moody, Martavia 
Morning, Christina 
Morning, Jeffery 
Mosher, Gabriel 
Newcombe, Samantha 

Niewierowski, Leo 
Novak, Angela 
Oben, Michelle 
Odom.Erik 
Oertwig, Herald 
Paek, Melissa 

Palan Jr.,Kirk 
Park, Dukmin 
Park, Karey 
Park, Michelle 
Parker, Aubrey 
Parker, William 

Pearson, Ronald 
Pelletier, Jessica 
Pennington, Garrick 
Pennington, Rochelle 
Piatt, Stephan 
Prescott, Benjamin 

Pugmire, Brittany 
Ragonese, Delia 
Reich, Barret 
Riddick, Toni 
Rogers, Janice 
Rogers Jr., Anthony 

Ross, Joyce 
Ruiz, Angelina 
Runyan, Ronald 
Scalf, Katherine 
Scarbalis, Michael 
Schierer,Carissa 

Sheperd, Eric 
Shin, Andrew 
Shivers, Ronisha 
Smith, Andrew 
Smith, Jasmine 
Song, Janet 

Taimanglo, Ezra 
Tanomsup, Polpatr 
Terry, Joanna 
Thorn, Linda 
Underwood, Katherine 
Vorhees, Sarubia 
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44 Oops T did it again..." 
"Feeling a little nervous now, are you?" 

Angelina Ruiz (9) looking nervous, seems to be a little bored with not much 
to do during seminar. 

"I get nervous around 
girls cause they always 
be gettin' the best of 
my confidence to talk to 
any of them anymore." 
Alvin Wilkins (9) 

"I start to get nervous when 
teachers put me on the spot 
during class, because it makes 
me feel a little embarassed." 
Natasja Matthews (9) 

Walrath, Amanda 
Wang, Albert 

Watson-Helm, Jaimee 
White, Kelly 

Wilkins Jr., Alvin 
Williams, Jerry 
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The Class of 2004 

FRESHMAN 
SUPERLATIVES 



Above: A dragons football player manages to recieve the ball although he has two 
Taegu warriors hot on his trail. 

First: Doug Howard (11), strives to 
reach the top as he spikes a volleyball 
over to the net. 

Second: Senior, B.J. Swint. Tries his 
hardest to maintain possesion of the 
ball . 
Third: A member of the Yongsan 
Baracudas swim team stands on the 
diving board in a very calm and graceful 
manner. 
Bottom: Kellen Bean (11), manages 
to keep up with the other runners at a 
cross country meet. 
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First: Josh Martz (11), speeds up his 
pace to make sure he keeps ahead of the 
other cross country runners. 

Second: The boys varsity basketball 
team huddles up to rejoice in their 
victory. 

Third: The Raiders' cheerleaders wait 
at the goal post for the football team 
to break open their run through sign. 

Bottom: Natalie Rowe (11), Hannah 
Grewatz (11), and Debbie Miller (11), 
prepare for their big race. 

Top: Freshman, Tiara Davis tries to figure out how to get the ball past a fierce Seoul Foreign School Crusader. 

Above: Robert McNeil (12), kicks the ball as hard as he can to try to help his team advance the ball to the 

goal. 
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"Hit'em High" 
Boy's Basketball 

The 2000 - 2001 Falcon Boy's Basketball team season 
was a very special experience for the Falcons. With only 5 
returning players and 7 newcomers, the Falcons took on a new 
look from the previous years. Julian Harden (11) said, "We 
had a great team, great chemistry, and a great season, al
though we could have done better at Far East." 

With persistant talk that this year's version of the 
Varsity Falcons would be worse than their predecessors, 
those determined young athletes proved everybody wrong by 
dominating the KAIAC standings. Led by new coach 
Stephon Boyd's tough, "aggressive defense," the Falcons 
came back from behind,out of no where, to win several big 
games. Senior B,J. Swint described, "While adapting to each 
other's ballin' style, this season was a learning experience for 
all of us. We had a good run for awhile, but something 
happened at Far East. I don't even know what happened. We 
still the best tho." 

All throughout the season the coaches made several 
changes to the team that surprised many, but it all turned out 
for the best. Although roster changes brought many new 
faces to the team and made new challenges, and adjustments, 
the boys had great chemistry. "These guys are some good 
bailers, I am not. They cut me because I had too much 
experience. They wanted a fresh new look, and I accepted 
that because it was in my destiny" said former player Erik 
Collins. 

Overall, the Falcons finished above all expectations of 
others, and they maintained the title of KAIAC Champions. 
All in all, they had a great season and played their hearts out, 
and everybody from teachers, students, to parents enjoyed 
watching them come together as a team. 

Above: The new full court press, acquired from Coach Boyd, helped contibute 
to many victories for the Falcons. 

Above: Richard Willis (9), brings the ball down court to start the new 
break" offense. 

Above: Julian Harden (11), goes up strong to score two points for the 
Falcons. 

Right: David Lee (12), attempts a layup against two players on the opposite 
team. 
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Scoreboard 

E 

Q 

"V 
•«AL 

IV h 

SFS 89 70 
OSAN 87 65 
SIS 91 58 
ICS-U SB 46 
SFS 78 55 
TC3S A* 53 
S3S 85 
SAHS( Alumni) 84 87 
IC1S 66 64 
SFS 73 55 
TCIS 67 73 
OSAN 3D 45 
OSAN 58 48 
OSAN 52 46 
SES 09 27 
TCES 78 41 
ICS-U 83 60 
ICS-S 39 21 
SFS 67 53 
TCES 75 41 
TAS 72 45 

OVERALL: 28- lO 
JV OVERALL RECORD: 16-1 

Boy's Basketball: 
MGR: Esther Yune, Diane Park 
Coach: Col. Hedgpath 

Above: Above the Falcons" box out their oppenents waiting to rebound 
the missed shot. 

Below: What do you 
think about the team 
this year? 
"We had a great team, 
great chemistry, and a 
great season, although 
we could have done 
better at Far East." 
Julian Harden (11) 

Above: Why do you be
lieve the team was suc
cessful this year? 
"We all got along this 
year and had great team 
work." 
Anthony Kim (12) 

Below: What was the 
most memorable event 
this season? 
"Winning KAIAC and 
being named MVP." 
Kevin Furby (12) 



Scoreboard 
Us The 

SFS 46 22 
OSAN 57 20 
TCB 6B 17 
SFS 53 47 
TAS 6L 39 
70S 61 14 
SFS 67 28 
TAS 38 36 
OSAN 52 41 
OSAN 34 48 
OSAN 35 38 
STQ 52 io 
PAS 54 24 
TAS 30 42 
SFS 53 35 
OSAN 52 35 

37 
OSAN 

VARSITY OVERALL RECORD: 14-2 
J V O V E R A L I ,  R E C O R D :  1 3 - 0  

A4 «,*(t 
M i ;  L-..;MW 

Top to bottom (left to right): 
Lora Smith, Erika Taylor, Lydia Folks, Anna Chai, Theresa Park, Shakeya 
Herring, Linsey Kyle, Jennifer Pettiford, Tiara Davis, and Olivia Anglade 
not pictured: Coach Hicks 

Below: What was 
the best thing about 
this season? 
"Just being apart of 
the Falcon Basketball 
team was exciting. I 
had a lot of fun." 
Gretchen Rice (11) 

Below: 
"It was a long season and 
very challenging but it 
was fun and we gave it our 
all." 
Tiara Davis (9) 

Above: 
"We had a great season. 
It was fun getting to know 
everyone on the team. I 
was really happy to be 
named KAIAC MVP." 
Erika Taylor (11) 

• I Above: Coach Bear looks down the bench wondering who to sub in for the 
IH Falcon girls. 
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"Play Your Heart Out" 
Girl's Basketball 

Above: Tiara Davis (9), directs the Falcon girls on offense. 

Right: Kathryn Bradham (10), looks down court to pass the ball. 

This year, the Falcons had a rebuilding process in mind. 
On the way, they found that they had the talent to take the 
KAIAC conference and tournament once again. This year's 
team featured only 2 returnees to produce leadership. 
However, the underclassman stepped up and helped lead the 
girls to capture the KAIAC championship. Three underclass
man were named to the All Conference team and four girls 
were named to the All Tournament team. Olivia Anglade, T.J. 
Davis, and Erika Talyor were named to the All Conference and 
All Tournament team, also Lydia Folks was named to the All 
Tournament team. Erika Taylor was also voted to the KAIAC 
Tournament MVP. 

Although the girls had great success in the first half of 
the season, the second half was a wake up suffering losses to 
Osan and Taegu. They still fought through it all and came 
together as one to take the Conference title and KAIAC 
championship. 

The girls traveled to Kubaski H. S. Okinawa, Japan to 
attend the Far East Tournament. Each girl played as hard as 
she could and represented SAHS well, but the results were 
disappointing. Through it all, it was a great experience for the 
girl's and a lot of fun. The girl's look forward to repeating the 
title again next season and prepare for a better showing at Far 
East. 

All in all, the season was a great success and everyone 
enjoyed it. The Falcon fans enjoyed watching the Lady 
Falcons and wait patiently for the next season to come 
around. 

Above: The JV Falcon girls defense swarms the Osan Cougars offense. Above: The Falcon girls wait patiently to find an easy basket. 
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Boy's Volleyball 
Hit'em UD 

Last year's team was inexperienced and young. This year the 
boys proved to be unstoppable, taking the conference title with a 
perfect sweep of every team during the regular season. The boys 
looked better than ever before. Going into the KAIAC tournament 
undefeated, the boys had a disappointing loss to Seoul Foriegn 
School and then losing to TCIS for runner up in the KAIAC 
Tournament. 

The Falcons were all returnees from last year, except for new 
coach, Lori Cannon. Coach Cannon helped build a team unity that 
made it possible for the boys to win. The team grew together and 
played as if they have been playing together for years. 

At the beginning of the season the Falcon fans did not have 
much faith in the team. As the season carried on, the Falcons 
proved all the unbelievers wrong by going undefeated and winning 
the conference title. After a few games everyone came out to 
support and cheer on the Falcons Volleyball Team. 

The team was lead by the powerful hitting of Steven Chung 
(12), JeffDolley (12), and the perfect sets by Sejin Park (12). The rest 
of the team also played to perfection and contributed in many ways. 
This years all conference and all tournament selections consisted of 
Steven Chung and JeffDolley. David Lee (12) was named the best 
server of the tournament. Also, Coach Cannon was named Volleyball 
Coach of the year. 

The season turned out to be a great success for the Falcon 
volleyball team. The team had a great time growing together as a 
team and also winning games. Though they may have lost the 
KAIAC tournament, they are still the conference champs and 
number one in the eyes of the Falcons. 

Above: Too Low! Paul Newman (12) fails at an attempt to gain a point; 
instead, spikes the ball straight into the net. Sorry Paul. 

Right: Jeff Dolley (12) returns a ball to the opposing team with another 
one of his "left handed kills." He's got the skills! 

Above: The team comes together for some guidance and "hype" from coach Above: Sejin Park (12) and David Lee (12) walk away after a clean and 
Cannon to overcome the taste of defeat once more. easy victory with a frown and a smile. 
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UNDFEATED SEASON! 

Boy's Volleyball: S. Park. A. Kim, J. Laub, J. Dolley, J. Harden, 
F. Yance, D. Howard. S. Chung, J. Kang, D. Lee, D. Kim, P. 
N ewman(not pictured). 
MGR: Rebecca Hensley(not pictured) 
Coach: Lori Cannon 

WE OWE IT ALL TO YOU COACH! 

Below: Did you expect 

this season to be 
challenging? 
"We were a lot better 
than I thought we were; 
winning made all the 
difference!" 

Tony Kim (12) 

Below: What did you 
believe was the great
est accomplishment 
this season? 
"Going undefeated 
and winning the Con
ference title for the 
first time in many 
years." 
David Kim (12) 

Above: Just chillin'? Steven Chung (12) and Frank Yance (12) have a pre-
game discussion of game tactics to use during a game. 

Above: How did it feel 
to be coached by a 
woman? 
"It didn't bother me at 
all. I believe that we 
were all comfortable 
with her." 
David Lee (12) 
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SccyphoRFcl 
SAHS Visitor-

as 25 21 
SFS2 16 25 
SFS3 20 25 
SIS 25 15 
SIS 2 25 19 
SIS3 25 7 
OAS 25 1 1 
OAS2 25 14 
OAS3 25 24 
TAS 18 25 
TAS2 25 21 
TAS3 25 14 

Overall Record: 1 1-3 

With only five returning Varsity volleyball players, this 
year's varsity team had to spend a little more time getting 
acquainted with one another. The most difficult obstacle 
that the team faced was getting used to working together as 
a team. The girls finished out the season with ten wins and 
two losses. Their only losses were against their rival Seoul 
Foreign School. The girls placed second at the Kaiac 
Tournament which was held at Seoul Foreign School on 
October 28th. The team also traveled to Okinawa to compete 
in the Far East Volleyball Tournament. Although the team 
did not place, they played with great effort, spirit, and 
determination. Throughout the season, the girls improved 
their volleyball skills and they also achieved some of their 
personal goals. LinseyKyle, 12,anoutsatdingplayeronthe 
team, took the honor of All Tournament at the Far East 
Competition. 

Although the junior varsity team was not in the spotlight 
as often as the varsity team, they were also very determined 
and they worked very hard to have an excellent season. The 
Junior Varsity girls finished out their season with eight wins 
and four losses. The season ended in tears of joy for both 
the varsity and the junior varsity tarns. Both teams found 
great satisfaction in their ability to imprve their individual 
skills and their ability to improve their teamwork. 

Above: Susan Park,12, gets ready to set the ball. 

Below: 
How does it feel to 

win a game? " It's 
alright but it's not 
everything" 
Erika Tylor (11) 

Below: 
What's the best part 
of playing volley
ball? "Just going on 
the court and having 
fun." 
Stephanie Spano 
( 1 0 )  

Above: Audrey Pai, 12, and Latesha McFarland, 12, stretch out before a game. 
Above: 
What's one thing 
you wanna say about 
the season? "Who 
let the dogs out!" 
Linsey Kyle (12) 



"Can You Dig It?" 
Girl's Volleyball 

Above: Lora Smith (11) gets a perfect set from senior, Susan Park (12), during hitting drills. 

Above: Girls Varsity Volleyball 
(Top left to right) Rebecca Halton (12), Audrey Pai (12), Ericka Tylor 
Laura Smith (11), Linsey Kyle (12), Michela Tucker (12), Jamie Byun 
Latesha McFarland (12), Susan Park (12), Katie McCoy (12) 

Above: Amy Yerabeck (11) practices her service in P.E. class for 
next year's season. 
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Above: Chris Keane (12), looks to score as he attempts a shot 
against SFS. 

Top to bottom (left to right): 

Coach Boyd, Coach Furner, Jonathan Kim, Paul Newman, Chris Keane, 
Steve Oden, Neil Smith, Coach Walwrath, Josh Martz, Jay Irwin, Matt 
Irwin, Robert McNeil, Kellen Bean, Magno Cabio, David Fondacaro, James 
Philips Kyle Parker, David Lee, B.J. Swint, Jamison Ewigleben, Victor 
Chon, Steve Vasconcellos 

Below: "Soccer is a 
game of endurance and 
overall mind power. 
Some have it, some 
don't, we do!" 
James Phillips (12) 

Below: "No one can 
beat us, we are the best 
and it will always be that 
way." 
Brennan Griffin (12) 

Above: "Soccer was ex
citing and always gave 
me a rush. Being apart 
of the team was a great 
experience." 
Victor Chon (10) 

Above: Matt Irwin (9) tries to stop an SFS player from shooting the ball. 
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"Rollin" 
Boy's Soccer 

Above: Brennon Griffin (12), swooping past the SFS defense, 
takes charge of the ball while its still in mid-air. 

Left: At top speed, David Lee (12) is about to score on the weak 
defense of SFS. NO PROBLEMS TO EASY 

This was a year of great expectation after winning the KAIAC 
tournament four years in a row. They had many returning players 
from last year. They had excellent leadership from the seniors Chris 
Keane, Paul Newman, BJ Swint, James Phillips, and senior captains 
David Lee and Kyle Parker. 

They had a great start to the season winning the first three 
games. Then they started to slack and went on a losing skid of 
three games. After hard weeks of training and disapointments they 
pulled through to take the KAIAC Conference champions and make 
a strong push into the KAIAC tournament. Also, after the tourna
ment they went to Misawa, Japan to show other schools the 
spectacular skills of Seoul American High School in Far East. 

David Lee led the league in scoring with a lot of assistance from 
his teammates. Jon Kim was in close second for the team and Kyle 
Parker was following behind. Their defense struggled in the 
beginning, but after many of the hours of practice, they worked 
together started to shut down the other teams. The defense was 
anchored by Chris Keane, and Jay Irwin with an excellent goalie, 
David Fondacaro. This year was a very good year of Falcon soccer, 
and all the boys learned, not only physical, but leadership skills as 
well. 

Many people may think that soccer is for the weak, but they are 
wrong. Imagine running one lap around the soccer field. Then 
multiply that by 100. Then subtract it by 50. After that, divide by 
10. Try outs required these grueling laps followed immediately by, 
which seemed like hours, running up and down the concrete 
bleachers. But wait, top it all off with wind sprints; now we're 
getting somewhere. So ask yourself again, "is soccer really for the 
weak?" If you're talking about Seoul American High School 
Falcon's soccer...1 don't think so. 

Above: Kyle Parker (12) brings the ball past midcourt about to start the Above: Robert O'Neil (12) shoots the ball as Kyle Parker watches. 
offense. With Paul Newman and Chris Keane watching and waiting for the 
ball. 
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^Gettin' Jiggy WiVIt77 

Girl's Soccer 
At the start of the season, a few problems surfaced for the 

Lady Falcon Varsity Soccer Team. With the graduation of last 
year's seniors, the Falcons were left without a defense and a 
goalie. However, with the help of former JV players, new players, 
and a couple of switches in the line-up, the Falcons quickly 
their problem. The offense, as strong as always, continued to stun 
opponents with speed and ball skills. Which just goes to show 
how versatile the varsity team was. After an undefeated season 
last year, the girls had quite a reputation to live up to. Yet, the 
Falcons continued their winning tradition thanks to the help of 
returning coach Lori Cannon and a new addition to the team, 
assistant coach Karry Radcliffe with her 35 second runs. 

The Junior Varsity ladies returned with coach Emily Bean. 
The JV Falcons did not compete against many other teams. Yet, 
they did prepare future varsity team members by giving them the 
soccer experience needed for later scenarios. 

The dedication of both teams proves why the Lady Falcon 
soccer teams are always a success. Whether it was the long, tiring 
practices that ended each already taxing school day or the injuries 
that the players endured to train through, the Falcons set up a 
winning tradition for later seasons to come. 

All in all, the Lady Falcons proved that they were still the 
best in the league, capturing the conference title and going into 
the KAIAC Tournament seated number one. The Falcon fans 
enjoyed watching the girls all season and hope to see them 
succeed in the future. 

Above: Tabatha Valadez ,11, runs past Lori Shields of Osan. Valadez, 
a JV veteran, became part of the Lady Varsity offense this year and 
contributed to the team with her speed and smiles. 

Above: Here the JV girls pose for a quick picture. Above: WHAT A KICK! Amy Bowen (12) clears the ball from the Crusader 
possesion, while Anna Chai (12) looks on. 
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Scoreboard — 
SAHS OPPONENT 

Varsity Overall Record: 9-0-2 

Back (left to right): Coach Radcliffe, E.DeRouse, D. Miller, T. 
Park, Coach Cannon. 
Middle: A. Chai, L. Kyle, T.Valadez, G. Celento, N. Rowe, J. 
Stikeleather, R. Hensley, S. Park, O. Anglade, K. Mccoy, C. 
Street. 
Front: S. Cain, A. Bowen, A. Cumber 

Above: 
"With a young 

and new defense, we 
still maintain or old 
victorious ways." 

-Katie McCoy (12) 

Below: 
"Playing varsity was 

fun but tough work. 
Practices were long and 
tough, but it all payed 
off in the long run." 

-Jamie Byun (10) 

Below: 
"I like how we all get 
along as friends-it 
helps us play together 
on the field." 

-Bekah Hensley (12) 

Top: WHAT A MOVE! Olivia "Ole Ole" Anglade (11) can't help but flaunt 
the crazy little tricks she can do with the ball while the opposing team gets 
frustrated. 
Middle: BUST A GROOVE! Bridget Boarman (9) and Melinda Luciano 
(9) get roudy at a game. 
Below: OHH! Varsity player Ashlee Cumber (12), with Owen-like skill 
passes a Crusader defender to later score another goal for the Falcons. 
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Above: Joy Grewatz (9), Janice Rogers (9), Melissa Paek (9), and Melanie 

Schultz (9), flaunt their achievements after the completion KAIAC race. 

Below: What was the 
highlight of your season? 
"It was just running, run
ning, and running more, 
I love running." 
Noeleen Laughlin (12) 

Above: What was the 
toughest time for you dur
ing the season? 
"At Far East they had a 
"real" cross country 
course, so it was a chal
lenge running on the trail. 
Natalie Rowe (11) 

Below: What do you 
have to say about Falcon 
cross country? 
"Ms. Bean is a good cross 
country coach and I love 
running." 
Matt Toney (12) 

GIRLS: 

Natalie Rowe 21:07 
Debbie Miller 21:53 
Sharon Yoshikawa 22:52 
DianaKinker 23:02 
Noeleen Laughlin 23:21 
MinjiLim 23:49 
Cherie Bessette 23:56 
Joy Grewatz 24:51 

BOYS: 

JohnAbston 18:11 
Daniel Miller 18:48 
KellenBean 18:57 
Matthew Toney 19:27 
BenWilliams 19:59 
Lee Barnes 20:13 
Daniel Werho 21:28 

COACHESOFTHEYEAR: 

Coach Clark Bean 
Coach Emily Bean 

Top to bottom (left to right): 
D.Werho, K. Bean, J. Martz, N. Laughlin, Coach Bean, W. Nichols, D. 
Miller, D. Miller, N. Rowe, J. Abston, H. Grewatz, T. Coyle, D. Kinker, 
C. Bessette, J. Grewatz, T.Kim, B. Williams, J. Chavez, D. Fondacaro, R. 
Gamble, M.Cabiao, S. Oden, M. Toney, M. Kim, S.Yoshikawa, M. Dalton, 
K. Foston, M. Ortman, D. Lee, Coach Emily Bean 

xl# "to, 
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"Ready to Run" 
Cross Country 

Everyday after school, the cross country team was always 
easy to spot. Who couldn't help but notice the bright reflective 
vests? The pack of orange met everyday after school to run their 
different routes, focusing on different aspects like hillwork each 
day. Once their reflective vest trademark was set, the team traveled 
to various meets to represent SAHS . 

All their hard work paid off with a successful season for both 
the male and female team. After the conclusion of the regular 
season, the coaches teamed up to pick the top 4 runners from each 
team to represent SAHS in Yokota, Japan for the Far East Cross 
Country Tournament. These runners had to train for an additonal 
month. The top four boys and girls, John Abston (12), Kellen Bean 
(11), Debbie Miller (11), Natalie Rowe (11), traveled to Yokota, Japan 
and stunned the on-lookers while striving through the tough 
competition. 

Out of 18 teams, the girls finished fourth and the boys 
finished ninth out of 23 teams. According to Coach Emily Bean, the 
success of the team was because of their dedication. Yet, though 
the season seemed serious, the team had their silly moments as 
well. Long bus rides called for team "songs" sung by Kellen Bean 
and John Abston. The season was a total success: races were won 
and people had fun. 

Above: Hmm... John Abston (12) struggles through a crisis at 
practice. 

Left: Almost There! Fighting his body's desire to slow down, Steve 
Oden (12), pictures himself crossing the finish line. 

The Far East Girls Team: Natalie Rowe (11), Sharon Yoshikawa (10), The Far East Boys Team: Kellen Bean (11), John Abston (12), Matt 
Hannah Grewatz (11), and Debbie Miller (11) Toney (12), Daniel Miller (10) 



"Balla Blockin" 
Tennis 

Some people say that tennis is a rich man's sport. Others 
say that it is dominated by white people. In this years case; 
however, tennis was a SAHS sport dominated by Falcons. The 
SAF1S tennis team soared over the courts as they dominated 
every aspect of the game, mastering the ultimate technique and 
skill involved. Although the best, it was not easy coming out 
on top. 

Long practices in extremely hot weather conditions were 
just made worse by the sun's heat reflecting off of the court to 
test the players of the Falcon Tennis Teams. Yet, somehow, 
they continued to show up everyday for the same gruelling 
workout already planned by Coach Harden. There were many 
physical and mental obstacles that needed to be overcome in 
order to have any chance to be on top. However, the strenu
ous practices proved to be fruitful. The boys for the first time 
in the history of Falcon Tennis won the conference title and 
the KAIAC tournament. Pierson and Phillips won the number 
one doubles; Pierson won number two singles, while Pinero 
and Kim won number two doubles. 

The Lady Falcon team was relatively new. There were 
only two returning players, Olivia Anglade (11) and Catherine 
Koroki (11). The team had the difficult task of both gaining 
experience and winning at the same time since many players 
were new to the sport. However, the team showed dedication 
through hard practices and tough matches. The team close
ness was one thing that helped them through the season. The 
girls finished third in the KAIAC tournament. Above: Rick Pinero (12) and other SAHS tennis team members wait for 

their turn to play against SIS. 

Right: Team captian James Phillips (12) chills like a G in the crib, waitin 
for his homies to roll wit him. 

The Boys' Team: 
(left to right) Back: Charles Hogle (10), Sam An (10), Ben Lee (10), Andrew 
Shin (9), Jung Min Kim (10) 
Front: Thomas Kim (10), Josh Pierson (10), Ricky Pinero (11), James Phillips 
( 1 2 )  

The Girls' Team: 
(left to right) Back: Olivia Anlgade (11), Sun Lee (11), Kristine Ballucanag 
(9), Sarah Bradford (9) 

Front: Amy Bowen (12), Kelly Wood (10), Michelle Bessette (11), Katherine 
Koroki (11) 
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Us TH 

Osan 5 2 
SIS 5 2 
SFS 4 3 
Osan T O 
SIS 5 2 
TCIS 6 O 
Osan 6 1 
TCIS 6 1 
SIS 5 
SFS 4 3 
SFS 3 4 

Sophomore Kelly Wood returns the ball to her 
opponent. Wood was also a new addition to the Falcon tennis 
team this year was seated as 2nd on the girls' team. 

Below: 
"Even though we had a 
lot of new faces, I had a 
lot of fun and believe we 
were very successful." 

-Olivia Anglade (11) 

Below: 
"Tennis is a game of 
skill. If you don't have 
what it takes then get 
out of my face." 

-James Phillips (12) 

3r v ' 
/u J? > 'jr P*f. Jk'ti. 

Above: Katherine Koroki (11) keeps her eye on the ball while serving to 
her opponent. 

Above: 
"Tennis helped me with 
my patience, after I 
learned that throwing 
the racket across the 
court doesn't do much 
good." 

-Amy Bowen (12) 
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W restlers: 
Mike Pines 
Robert Durbin 
Chris Choi 
JeffHarnish 
RandullHull 
David Fondacaro 
Kellen Bean 
MikeOdom 
D.C. Searles 
Steve Oden 
Ray Lamb 
Nick Pines 
Eddie Rozzi 
Jerry Doyle 

Award: 
5th Place Far East 
6th Place Far Eest 

1st Place Far East 

2nd Place Far East 

1 st Place Far East, Most Outstanding Wrestler 

3rd Place Far East 

Varsity Overall Record: 6 -0 

Top to bottom (left to right): Rebecca Halton (Manager), Steve Oden, 
Tyler Alexander, D.C. Searles, Will, Mike Odom, David Fondacaro, Randy 
White, Eddie Rozzi, Christine Carpenter (Manager), Jerry Doyle, Ray 
Lamb, Robert Durbin, Mike Pines, Kellen Bean, Randull Hull, Jeff Hamish 
not pictured: Coach Harden 

Below: "Wrestling 
takes a lot of discipline 
and hard work." 
Tyler Alexander (11) 

kPOVj 

Below: "With wres
tling you can hurt some
body and won't get in 
trouble, plus you get all 
the respect and girls on 
the side." 
Jerry Doyle (12) 

Above: Mike Pines (10) pins a team member from Taegu. 

Above: "This years 
team was great. I was 
glad to be their captain 
and lead them to a vic
torious season." 
Ray Lamb (12) 
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"Ready to Rumble" 
Wrestling 

Above: Ray Lamb (12), overpowers his opponent for another easy 
victory. 

Right:  Robert Durbin (11)  begins his attack on his opponent. 

This year started out as a kind of disappointment for the Falcon 
wrestlers. The team wasn't huge like the previous years and they 
weren't a team. They had scattered weight classes missing but by their 
first meet they were able to pull together with the assistance of the two 
captains, Ray Lamb and Randall Hull. The Falcon squad was able to 
have another undefeated K.AIAC season. 

The wrestlers traveled to Tokyo for the Far East tournament. 
They placed 3rd place in the team-individual portion. Robert Durbin 
place 6th, Mike Pines placed 5th, Jerry Doyle got 3rd place, Kellen Bean 
got 2nd place, both Ray Lamb and Randall Hull brought home the gold. 
This was the second year in a row that a Falcon team won the most 
outstanding wrestler award. In 2001 it was Ray Lamb and last year it was 
Randall Hull. 

Coach Harden was pleased with the great team he had this year by 
saying, "I'm really proud of how responsible these kids were this year 
and the determination they showed at Far East without me and through 
out the year." Coach Harden was unable to attend the Far East wrestling 
tournament because of family emergency, but they knew that he was 
with them in spirit. The wrestling season of the year 2001 was one of the 
most memorable seasons for the strong Falcon team. 

This year was very difficult. Coach Harden worked the team hard, 
but everyone knew that they had to work harder to be the best. The team 
went to a Korean National team to get a better workout. 

During Far East, Coach Harden had to leave unexpectedly. The 
team was devastated and confused, but held their heads high. The team 
pulled through and gave it their all. Every member of the Falcon wres
tling team worked hard during the season and in the end the rewards 
showed. 

Above: Randall Hull (12) gets a pep talk from Coach Harden before his big 
match. 

Above: The Falcons proved to be the strongest team this year. Here Mike 
Odom tries to overpower his opponent from Osan. 



"Breathe Again" 
Swim Team 

Above: Fixing his cap, Brandon Rogers (10) and Kirk Palan (9), wait for 
the next event to swim. 

Above: Checking the Meet Sheet, Melanie Schultz (10) sees what her 
competition is. 

Right: Trying to perfect his dive. Brandon Rogers (10) waits for a "go!" 

Above: While waiting for his first event, William Nichols (11) attempts 
to make time go faster. 

Swimming is a tough sport, and for the students at Seoul 
American it's not one to be taken lightly. Swimmers need 
confidence, strength, endurance, and will-power to survive the 
5 a.m. practices that they have to endure throughout the entire 
competitive season. Swimmers trained twice after school, early 
mornings on Friday and Sundays with an additional plus of an 
early afternoon Saturday swim. 

The season started very well with many victories. At the 
first Swim Meet, Seoul American was more than ready to take a 
big bite of the competition. The coaches, Suzzane Galvin, once 
a high school swimmer herself, and Malcom Perkins, previous 
years coach, were very beneficial to the team with their 
awsome coaching experiences. They taught the team disci
pline and to strive to new heights. "I think our coaches had us 
very well prepared for the season, with many tiresome 
practices, they knew what we had to do, and we survived 
through it," says Eileen Ley (11). The first meet was held at 
Seoul International School (SIS) where Seoul American 
competed against such rival schools: Seoul International 
School, Seoul Foreign School, Osan American, Tae-jon 
Christian International School, and others. 

Although there was two weeks without any Swim Meets 
and optional practices over spring break, Seoul American still 
topped off with the first place trophy, that showed natural 
excellence in what they do - swim. 

Seoul American is hoping that they will only improve 
with the ongoing of time. The season dosen't end with the 
school year. The swimmers are in the pool during the summer, 
before the sun rises, to keep in shape and to keep their legacy 
alive for the future swim competitions that are comming their 
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2000-2001 Barracudas 

All Conference Champions 

All Tournament Champions 

All Conference Team: 
Jerri Lester Jennifer Harnish 
Samantha Perkins Brandon Rogers 
Delia Kidd Daniel Miller 
Willie Nicholas Andrew Lester 
All Tournament Team: 
Jerri Lester Jennifer Harnish 
Samantha Perkins Betsey Moxley 
Brandon Rogers Daniel Miller 
Andrew Lester Willie Nicholas 

Below: It's fun being 
able to cheer on our 
teammates. Practices 
are very hard, we got 
through it and our 
efforts paid off at the 
meets where we won 
by a landslide. 
Kirk Palan (9) 

Below: Since we have to 
go to so many practices, 
swimming takes up a lot 
of our time, but it's worth 
it, because we win..a lot. 
UNDEFEATED! GO 
FALCONS! 
Jerri Lester (10) 

Above: Swimming takes 
a lot of hard work and 
sometimes you think 
you can't go anymore 
but in the end you can. 
Jennifer Harnish (9) 

Above: After swimming a hard set, Daniel Miller (10), comes into 

the wall. 
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"Shut'em Down" 
Dragons and Raiders Football 

The Dragons and Raiders have always competed in 
athletic war since their birth. Undoubtedly, the 2000 football 
season witnessed yet another emotional rivalry between the two 
teams. In the end, however, the Raiders prevailed once again, 
extending their championship-winning streak to three consecutive 
years (having shared the crown in 1999 with the Dragons). 

The 2000 championship game recorded the highest point 
total in the history of the Senior Division Korea League and was 
said by many, the greatest high school game ever played on 
Yongsan's Lombardo Field. "The score (Raiders 62-Dragons 36) 
doesn't reflect the closeness and intensity of the game," says 
senior wideout Sean Bilbray, "Anyone who was there will tell 
you." 

Both teams had a high-powered offense complimented 
by a stingy defense. The Raiders featured a pair of dynamic 
runners in seniors Randall Hull and Ray Lamb (a.k.a. "Salt" and 
"Pepper"), while Daniel Ismay and Chris Keane anchored the 
defense. The Dragons sported Markell Porter and B.J. Swint in 
the backfield, while Jerry Doyle, Cho Williams, and Matt Mosley 
led the defense. Altogether, it was a great year for both teams, as 
they once again captured 1st and 2nd place in the Korea Senior 
Division Football League. 

Who will win it next year? History tells us the Raiders 
will prevail having an overall record of 6-3 against the Dragons 
since 1997. But anything could happen in football. Football is a 
team sport, more so than any other sport in the world. The 
players became part of an army, physically and strategically 
training themselves for that Saturday against the enemy. They ate 
it. They slept it. They played it. What is it? Football is what it is. 

Above: Receiver Chester Boyles (12) changes directions like a fish in 
the water. 

Above: Back L-R: J. Shaw, J. Spillman, A. Gwinn, L. Niewierowski, N. Carter, 
J. Harnish, W. Lau, S. Safriet. Middle L-R J. Hayden, M. Castanaga, W. 
Greenwood, R. Park, J. Kim, D. Ismay, J. Irwin, V. Chon, R. Wong Won. Front 
L-R DC Searles, E. Shepherd, R. Lamb, R. Hull, E. Collins, C. Keane, S. 
Bilbray, S. Fowler. Coaches: A. Collins, R. Collins, M. Marker, J. Shaw 

Above: Back L-R: R. Smith, E. Williams, B. Rogers, A. White, R. Hudson, 
M. Porter, D. Robledo, J. Kling, B. Dongu Middle L-R M. Pines, E. Rozzi, 
R. Jackson, R. Willis, D. Rackley, P. Mitchell. R. White, W. Parker, C. Glasser 
Front L-R J. Doyle, C. Boyles, C. Edwards, B. Swint. J. Dixon, C. Williams, 
N. Pines, W. Pearson, M. Mosley, B. Knight 
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Ray Lamb (369 yds, 5 TDs, 45 carries; 95 
yds, 2 TDs, 5 rec) 
Randull Hull (210 yds, 3 TDs, 9 rec; 
574yds, 5 TDs, 50 carries) 
Erik Collins (62-for-90, 1154 yds, 19 TDs; 
147 yds, 1 TD, 11 carries) 
Sean Bilbray (439 yds, 10 TDs, 16 rec) 
Chris Keane (598 all-purpose yds, 7 TDs) 
Markell Porter (551 yds, 8 TDs, 47 
carries) 
Robert Boyles (17-for33, 344 yds, 3 TDs 
in three games) 
Chester Boyles (342 yds, 5 TDs, 15 rec) 

Past Lights 
DRAGONS 

1997 36 18 
46 32 

1998 0 38 
6 36 
8 28 

1999 0 40 
26 22 

2000 6 36 
36 62 

RAIDERS 

— -

* ^ 
I. 
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Above: Quarterback Robert Boyles (10) runs for the endzone, 
as cornerback Jay Irwin (10) looks to make the tackle, in the final 
game of the 2000 season. 

Top: Senior Quarterback Erik Collins (12) fires a pass... it's to Bilbray. 

Above: Jay Irwin (10) and Roger Wong Won (11) gang tackle on Dragons 
runningback BJ Swint (12). 

IN THE SPOTLIGHT 

What will you miss most 
about football? 
"Taegu trips, MCing on 
the bus, practicing bare butt 
with Erik, the huddle, flag 
patterns, the endzone, 
breakdowns (sweet white 
and black), the smell of 
football, but most of all 
the game itself." 

What is the best part about 
football? 
"Going out there every 
Saturday morning and leav
ing it  al l  on the field.  
DRAGONS BABY!" 

What was your most 
memorable moment 
this season? 
"When I ran the 20 dive 
and looked Chester right 
in the eye as I broke the 
hole...then I burnt him 
like toast." 
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"Bring It On" 
Cheerleading 

Often times when spectators go to watch the basketball 
games at SAHS, they tend to see the cheerleaders, but 
overlook their hardwork. This group of Lady Falcons prac
ticed everyday after school for two hours. Not only did they 
practice jumps, cheers, and dances, they also worked hard at 
perfecting difficult stunts used to wow the crowd during the 
game and halftime performances. 

The closeness of the squad was tested this year. 
Although each year cheerleaders from both the Dragons' and 
Raiders' squads usually come together for the Falcon squad, 
there were new additions this year to shake things up a little 
bit. The coach, Mrs. Boyd, transferred from Edgren High 
School in Misawa, Japan. Also, several new cheerleaders 
joined the squad, including the senior team captain, Danielle 
Covington. 

They traveled to Zama, Japan to participate in a 
cheerleading camp. The camp was ran by the Spirit Unlimited 
cheerleaders which consisted of cheerleaders, male and female, 
from the University of Maryland at College Park, Maryland. 
There they learned a combination of cheers, chants, dances, 
and stunts throughout the busy week. They recieve numer
ous awards of excellence for the evaluations that were held at 
the end of everyday. They also had a chance to meet other 
fellow cheerleaders from Guam, Japan, and South Korea. 

While many athletes were busy with their fall Far East 
tournaments, the cheerleaders had a journey of their own. 
They spent the season working perfecting routines to ensure 
that they would have a winning KAIAC competion routine. In 
the end, the Lady Falcon dominated the tournament and took 
first. Seniors Danielle Covington and Latesha McFarland also 
took home the all tournament cheerleading award. 

Above: Danielle Covington (12), Kristie Brickey (10), Marsha Ashley (11), 
Mickey Smith (10), and Tesha McFarland (12), show what they are all about. 

Above: The varsity team awes the crowd with their acrobatic display. 

Right: Christie Brickey (10), cheers on the Falcon basketball team during 
one of the many games. 

Above: The Varsity Falcon cheerleaders pose for a picture after winning the 
KAIAC tournament. 
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Varsity (From Top to Bottom): Christine Smith, Unie Kim, Joyce 
Ross, Coach Boyd. Marsha Ashley, Kristie Brickey, Danielle 
Covington, Maive Marks, Latesha McFarland 

Below: "I didn't 
know what to expect 
at the beginning of the 
season because we lost 
so many players last 
year, but we had a great 
timeand it turned out 
to be a very successful 
season." 
Latesha McFarland 
( 1 2 )  

Below: "I'm sexy, I'm 
cute, I'm popular to 
boot..." 
Maeve Marks (12) 

Above: The Varsity cheerleaders preform one of their stunts during half 

time for the Falcon fans. 

Above: "A game is not 
a game without cheer
leaders." 
Danielle Covington 
( 1 2 )  
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Senior 
I, Paul James Shin, of mortal body and a 50-year-

old's mind leave behind the following: to God: undying 
faith in you and my soul. Dad: I love you, thanks for being 
the only one there for me my whole life. Step-mom: Thank 
you for stepping in and being a real mom to me, I love you. 
Jerry: bloodline brother, 7 years of deserved props. 
Weasel, Shay, and Jose: late nites, pool halls, hyae hwa, 
star, east coast, max, songbuk, jose's pad, shay's old & 
new pad, and a lot love. Frank: responsibility, lypo-
suction (u kno where!), a memory chip. Shawn: Pueberty, 
a tolerance. Jimmy: a hearing aid, diablo, Katherine. To 
my former Collier Crew: my dad's tape and of course, 
Collier. Jason: japan, my speakers. John: David's cd 
player, waiting to exhale answering machine, bb guns. T. 
K.: steak & rice, zip-lock bags, waterballoons, more steak 
&rice. David: a new cd player, 10th grade. Paul: A-yo. 
Sejin: sensitive buttocks, burp repelent. Steve: Burger 
Bar, YA court. Jeff: MBiNB-Colors, penicls. Chesty: 
sledge-hammer baby adoption agency. Erik: Becka. 
James: The Simpsons. Picaso: onnuri. Jenny: French 
Vanilla, The APOCALYPSE, Frank's missing link, MBiNB, 
Barbaric sandwiches with Mac & Cheese, the back-up 
REMiX, yearbook sleep overs. Sheena: no more 
STRESS! 1 st place yearbook, a loving boyfriend, year
book sleep overs. Holly: Magic Mountain, yearbook 
sleep overs, some bangs, a not-so-daddy's-little-girl 
attitude. Erica: Courage, the key, yearbook goddess 
(sarcasm), a garden with bread and some "liquid fat." 

I, Sheena Grandin, of conscientious body and confused 
mind leave behind the following... To God: everything you have 
given me. To my wonderful family: unconditional love, and the 
best life has to offer. To Lindsey: a road trip to Mexico and a 
bottle of whip cream. To Steve: Everlasting love and past 
mistakes. To Smiley, Lollipop, Unique, Cutie, Gansta, and 
Shorty: The S.A.M. mansion, a shoulder to cry on, runaway 
trips, suspensions, fights, luck in the future, and what you've 
always given me: Eternal friendship and everlasting love. To 
Jenny: ajar of pickles and the great b-friend swap. To Holly: A 
night to remember, a job, and some dance classes. To Erica : a 
bottle of no-dose and some bibimpap. To Paul: a magic stress 
relief pill and less of a conscience. To Tammy: A new tree and a 
busted up van. To Jeff D. and Kim W: Spin the bottle and the 
eight balls. To Marie and Jennifer: Better Jobs, a myriad of girl 
scout cookies, and better luck with guys. To David Lee: The kiss 
I nev er gave you. To David M: A window washer to wash away 
the crab apples. To Ken R: an eternal skipping pass. To Susan 
Page: Luck for next year and the moji. To Everyone: Best wishes 
for the future and happiness throughout. 

I, Erica Keefe, of anxious body and fried mind do hereby 
bequeath....Mom & Dad - don't worry, you'll be fine without me. I 
love you and thank you for everything. Rachel - thanks just for 
being you, all my love, mirckenballs, odoreaters, ice cream in 
anthony's...way too many memories to list; but remember, i love 
you the most. "Em not a sheep, I'm a SHEPHERDESS!!!"Jenny -
the ability to dance in public, a life time supply of phone cards, a 
"thank you" for dealing with my stuff and a "you're welcome" for 
dealing with yours, all the good times we've ever had, and all the 
love and support that i can offer Holly - a life with the man of your 
dreams, carmen electra and all her awesome moves, all our memo
ries in korea. Sheena - a boyfriend without caller ID, dancing 
buddies on our weekend excursions (and the pictures to prove it), 
sleep, a day off, and the perfect yearbook. Paul - a finished 
yearbook, the ability to go to class, keys to the yearbook room, 
but only if you have pockets... 
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Wills 
I, Jeff Dolley, of irresistable body and cynical mind 

leave behind the following. . . Parents: putting up with my 
dong and giving me freedom; Jason: The best of luck 
and wisdom; Jason Yi: odor eaters and a girlfriend; 
SejinPark: mad pimpin' skills; David Kim: A straight 
back and a right hand; Paul Newman: social skills, 
"breaking the ice."; John Kang: fresh snacks and some 
height, oh and my baseball skills; Steve Chung: late night 
conversations and a group fight; T.K.: Common sense; 
D.L.: Corny jokes; David Duffie: Hannah; C.B.: 
meatball; E.C.: 5 sheets of notebook paper; J.P.: 
NBiNB; R.B.: PJ skills; Paul Shin: My life story; H.L.: 
the "fist"; Sheena: 6th grade memories and even better 
ones, 60 second relationship; Jenny Duncan: Buttboy 
and sarcasm to match mine; E.K.: a boyfriend; J.B.: 
Memories...; Collier Crew: Four seasons. 

I Ho lly Ann Leidel of demolishing mind and ex
hausted body bequeef the following. JYIom&Dad-all my 
love, much appreciation, you arethe best. Jenny-our talks, 
the key to your asexuality, butt face boy, VA, 9th grade, 
pure playa guide. Erica-friends in NYC, the big 'V,' good 
times with rachel. Sheena- 'how low can you go' night, 
better job, less stress, "what are we doing?" Wes-support 
for quitting. James-better jokes, dreams of me, an idiots 
guide to driving. Erik-good times in college. Chester-
intelligence, common sense. Chris-a butt as nice as you 
bro's, to be cool like me. Jeff-meat on your bones. Paul-a 
great yearbook and sanity. To all the seniors-thanks for 
the memories!! 

I, Jennifer Lynn Duncan, of unproportional body 
and masochistic mind leave to...Shawn: sneak-a-roo's, 
the driving range memories, my mom's tweezers, 
Andrew's pool house, power aid in a can, HEY 
JACKSON!, letters by your window, meat on a stick, 
radiohead, huge mirrors in my room, eating paint chips, 
more nights of running away ALL the way to Jameson's. 
Life long friendship with Chris Keane and Daniel Ismay. 
My love, no matter how illegal it is. Holly: PAPA's, a 
new bathroom, Holly Street Boy, laser eye surgery, 
"toys," and "home videos." Some more flag poles to run 
over, Net Cafe, and Colorado. Dave: One huge 
bathroom instead of a house, the strength to get over me, 
chlorox to kill fishies, I'm not an island, I'm an oasis. 
Bob Segar, grilled cheese sandwiches.Sheena: a 
boyfriend that doesn't look like Winston, Life House 
RulesLNOTH! The ROTC bathroom in 9th grade, 
"how low can u go?!" "I'm such a loser!" "Ifyou're full 
just eat the expensive stuff on the platef'Erica: a 
boyfriend, my fly curves, food ice cream and OCN 
movies, a new cyber girl shirt, permission to STOP being 
a vegetarian. Your own songs, "I'm sorry," Jabba the 
hut, LARS, rash repelant.Rachel: Sacajawaha, vurm-
tissue, valrus, ax-kicks to the head, indian ponchos, ke-
ahh (in Woodstock), cheetos, foot powder, battle of 
DHL. Paul: A hotmail relationship, cyber lovers, a 
liver, yearbook. 
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I, David Kim, of stretchy body and animal mind leave 
behind the following....My parents: Thanks for taking 
care of me. CC: thanks for the best friends ever. JK: Joe's 
growing machine, tolerance,, bigger feet. SP: my longface 
to make head look smaller, staying awake during a movie. 
JY: new feet, stolen comic books, annpit shavers. SC: my 
"bad" side glasses that don't fall off, tanning lotion. PY: 
8yrs of friendship, bench social skills. DL: anti- sullong 
pills,goingwith the flow. TK:gurliestufif,"hownottodiss" 
handbook. UL: non-curly hair, Jessica Alba. JD: fat. 
MK: pri valedge ofbeing my little sister, the "nut" cracker. 
AP: shorter legs, dog hair. Later SAHS. 

I, Paul Yakubi Newman, of swollen body and pure 
mind leave behind the following...To all CC - our home 
that we grew up in. DK - friendship since elementary 
school, library books. J Y - KBL skills, foot deodorant. 
JK - friends in Maryland. SC - bible, cross. SP -
American food, no more Katusa for you. TK - manhwa 
chaeks. JL - a haircut. JD - mass. PS, FY - one last yo. 
DL - San Francisco. AP, MK - happiness with your 
boyfriend. Natalie - sweet letters, kisses, love. Moni, 
Dad - appreciation, thank yous. 

I, John Kang, of peculiar body and dorky mind leave 
behind the following... Mom & Dad: My thanks and 
apologies for putting up with me. I lov e you guys. DK: 
personal library and a new belt. JY: Tommy Cologne (my 
bud) and quickness. PN: different facial expressions. SP: 
muffler. SC: sticky hands and my driving skills. JD: non-
expiredjunk food. JL: my basketball skills. MK: lower 
metabolism and skipping memories. AP: longerlegsand 
HAM. AC: cell phone. TK: food and common sense. DL: 
bigger eyes. 

I, Jeff Laub, of lazy body and procrastinating 
mind leave behind the following....2 Collier Crew: my 
life, I'd risk if for any of you. Sejin: PC-bang. Paul: 
Muscles. Steve: pencils. David: endurance. John: 
height. Jason: basketball skills. Duffie: Korea and all 
of our memories. Tony: food. Jackie: fence. Diana: 
no-rae-bags. Unie: a great senior year and my house 
(in Seoul). My Parents: my gratitude. 2 everyone I 
forgot: my love and apologies. 

I, Jason Yi, of improving body and disturbed mind leave 
behind the following... Thanks to my gajok and God! PN: 
prospects, our jokes, wax. DK: freedom, arguements, 
snap, crackle, pop. JK: J.Cha, height, Tony's boxers. SP: 
clock, cool temper, gf. SC: 2 on 2 jjangs, nail polish, AOL 
talks. JD: haunted house, pads. JL: Mr. SAHS, common 
sense. TK: common sense, oh i just, disser! DL: comics, 
agf,rides. DP: 79's always. AP+MK: each other, 20 of 
my pounds. JLEE: timberlands, jokes, 4eva jjangs. 
NaNa: "best friends", Yah I know. FURB: KBL, MVP. 
Josh: Psh, Collier. PS: speakers, Japan, respect. FY: 
Japan, nasty 

I, Trashon Hackett, of sound body and enlightened 
mind leave behind the following... SAHS - the achieve
ments of the first black president, HNIC for life; and Y. 
B.E. Jennifer Marks - my love for life. Rome - My 
brotherly love and someone who will always be there. 
Friends - Becy, Jen, Johnny, rb Willis, Richard, D, Dan, 
P, Marie, Sheena, Cristina, Michael. Curtis, Robert, 
Regis, Deshawn, Marcus, Chino, Jason, Husie, Anthony, 
Randy, and anyone else 1 forgot. Wu-Tang forever. 

I, Steven Chung, of breath-taking body and conservative mind 
leave behind the following... Parents - love, thanks; William -
don't get mom mad study more; SJP - ping pong paddle, all them 
tutors; JK - non-bruising skin, rollerblading skills; DK: "snap 
crackel&pop", learn to rebel; JY - permanent hair remover, frozen 
food; PN - summer-time benches; TK - food, volleyball champi
onship; DL: how to be nice to girls; DS - hide and seek; JGL: how 
to climb over barbwires; JD - American Eagle; DD -1 on 1 bat tles; 
JJ - bool moon yool; MC - my clarinet skills; Josh - Collier; AC 
- WWJD; LL - hw assignments; MK&AP - my calc and physics 
brain, internet addiction; JL-jahjifur; JB- moonjas, rosy cheeks, 
sadbai. God Bless. 

I, Jennifer Marks, (soon to be Hackett) of sound body 
and tranquil mind leave behind the following.. .Trashon 
Hackett: all my love, my life, my heart, my soul for all 
eternity, my brother Brian: success in life, my parents: 
memories. Jennifer Harnish: good luck in whatever 
you do and see you in Virginia. Deorriel (Rome): 
wealth in knowledge. Johnny: someone who'lltreatyou 
right. Ray Lamb: accomplish your dreams. Marie 
Melton: everything works out. Sheena Grandin: some
one who deserves you. Mercedes: good luck in life. 
Brook Davis: freedom. 



I, Mercedes Mascoll, ofcarmel latin body and thought
ful mind leave behind the following...Concert Band! with 
a wonderful director Ms. Lee. The best AP english 
teacher I have ever known Ms. Pell. Going to the Dragon 
Hilland Popeyes for lunch. My best friends during my 
senior year Brook Davis and Jennifer Marks. Also 
fourbestsjr's friends, Christine Aleguin, RaneThorn, 
Julian Hardin and Undra Robbison. Just relaxing in 
Mr. Calabro's class. Senora Lozano with her Mentira 
and Verdad cards that always confuse me. Beautiful 
Mrs. Martz. Thank Y ou All. 

I, Stephanie Skaggs, of slim body and crazy 
mind leave behind the following....Jenie: lotion, my 
house is your house, Austin Powers, square face, 
CWC. Cathy: free drivers ed, cabbage patach, duk 
boki, CWC. Diana: lungs, CWC. Brandon: love 
you. Derek: marathon, hitting heads, I lov e you. 
Joyce: Taekwondo (crazy toes) Richard: the last 3 
years we've been living together was great. I love 
you!. Mom and Craig: hope you guys have the best 
lived without me. much love. Jeff: being good friends 
for almost 2 years was the best. Love you! 

1, Jimmy Ray, of soft body and hard mind leave behind 
the following...To Shawn Fowler, PaulShin,and Frank 
Yance - the good old times at "the spot" and my love for 
the boyz. To my one tme love, Catherine Koroki - all the 
memories and fights we had (that was all worth it) and 
most importantly, MY LOVE. 

I, Jennie Powers, of sexy body and an open 
mind leave behind the following....John: my heart, 
yellow poles, and love, noh leh bang. Stephanie: 
tunnels, back rubs, fly like an eagle, puppy dog eyes, 
CWC. Cathy: embassy, l,2,3eee, Wong Chi! CWC. 
Christine: gt.37, blackhawk, home videos. Diana: 
pink, chunghwa, peach water, CWC. Dave: scrubb, 
fights, blackhawk parks, advice. Mom and Dad: 
appreciation, patience, love, gratitude! Jake: buck-
teeth beaver, baldy, sisterly love! Mr. Woodruff: 
advice, tissues, I'll miss you! 

I, Jerry Doyle, of sound mind and muscular body leave 
behind the following.. .My parents - nothing can never 
seperate my luv from you guys, I love you momma and 
poppa forever. Paul - 7 years of friendship, my stylin 
skillz ballin skillz, anda lot ofyouknow what, boyzforlife 
always. Dragons - a lost championship season, my 
football skillz. Cho, BJ, David, Dallas - i leave my gum, 
cellphone, and phat stash for yall, also, my playapimpin 
skillz. Mr. Harden -alotofrespsectfooryouoldman, 
you taught me a lot about believing in myself, foor that i' m 
thankful and i thank you for never giving up on me. 
Wrestling Tearn - my plastic suit and abeatdown for yall 
ifu don't win next year. Randall & Ray Ray-mann,a 
lot of respect for yall, thanks for being there for me, and 
chance to play in the N.F.C. 

I, Catherine Beirne, of healthy body and sound 
mind leave behind the following Mom and Dad -
my eternal love and respect. Caroline and Jimmy -
the knowledge that you guys are my favorite sister and 
brother. Jenny Powers - a safety pin that you can 
never lose or forget, and friendship that will last 
forever. Stephie - the right to go crazy every once in 
a while. Dianna - a set of toothpicks. Joyce - free
dom and a padded bra. Kacee - a big beefy 
hamburger. Dave - a bottle of hair gel. Ken - gas 
money. To all my friends I didn't mention, I leave you 
all our memories, good and bad. 

I, Jamie Stienhardt, of fine body and perfect 
mind leave behind the following....Keyuna - my official 
playaz card and a fine man wit money and a car, 
Davina -1 leave a man that can keep you happy and 
some common sense cause you need it, Erica - a 
mexican attitude and a man that will make all your 
dreams come true, Kacee - my shoes and my 
vocabulary, Dominque - a new man that really knows 
how to be a man. 

I, Joyce Crabb, of unique body and eccentric 
mind leave behind the following....to those i care for. 
To my family, my love and loyalty, to eathy an 
unbreakable set of platforms. Dave, an innocent short 
brunette, to Daniel a b.b. to Sean, an undamaged 
liver. Regina, true love and the knowledge of it. to 
Jenn, true honest success, to Jenny, happiness, to 
Steph, colorful toes and to Jameson, the love of my 
life, i leav e you my mind, body, soul, and my honest 
unconditional love. 



I, Jamelle Blackmon ,of fine body and kind mind leave 
behind the following....to my baby sister Loui 1 leav e the ability 
to keep up in school, and never under any circumstances trust 
any boys. To my other half Danielle Covington (sugar and 
spice) 1 leav e my booty size; only to take yours. To Jason 
Dixon 1 leave a get out of Korea free pass. To them Raider 
Cheeleaders I le ave a beat (Joyce), longer relationships 
(Tasher, Britteney), and friendship (Ashley). Last but not least, 
I lea ve my sweetheart Markell Porter my heart. You mean a lot 
to me and you will always have a special place in my heart. 

I, Rebecca Halton, of vivacious body and capricious 
mind leave behind the following... Julian: hazel eyes, cold 
hands, and a year's supply of slob - "Seriousely!" Katie: a 
getaway car, Broadway, and out Itaewon-crosswalk cutie! 
Ray: "El Dulce Vida" Bekah: a tonsillectomy and Missouri-
bound plane ticket for Erik. Susan: your mom's cooking. 
Christine: appreciative wrestlers and Chris E. Thomas: a full-
ride to UVA. To all my friends: best wishes and bright 
futures. 

I, Latesha McFarland, of skinny body and 
intelligent mind leave behind the following to....my 
family: my possesions. Dorrien and Erin: all my secrets. 
Derek: all my love. Falcon Cheerleaders: the best of 
luck. Volleyball Team: Chicken wing night. James: i 
give you time. Rome: an apology for my wrongdoing. 
Mareo: fruit snacks. Jermain: memories at the navy 
cub. Danielle: grape juice, strawberry hawaiian punch 
and your own seat on the bus. Brianna: Enfamil. Ev
erybody else: my heart. 

I, Susan Park, of atrophied body and witty 
mind leave behind the following....God: everything. 
My Parents: every accomplishment. Haej: Thanks 
for your guidanc and influence. Katie: 5 inches. 
Bruiser: V-ball, JSA. Becca: 1004, orange. Amy 
B+A: A+F models, skirts, bingo. Ashlee: steel abs. 
Tracy: sandals. Jackie: gratitude, fence, fine prom 
date. Sun J: China, onurris, exterminator, 
freedid@standford, habitat. Jane: APChem, China. 
Jamie: hitting skillz. Mel.C: Rifle41ife, bugs. Linsey: 
my embaressing moments. Ray: flufly+donuts. YNP: 
laughter. Tammy: Chex mix, stats, 5Chem, and 
HAIR! CollierC: G-friends, lives. Erica T.: hussle. 

I, David Wheat ,of sexy body and passionate 
mind leave behind the following To my Parents: I 
leave all my love, memories while growing up. I love you 
guys. Baby Boo Boo: my love, memories. Goldy: 
timberlands, my romantic skills. lil'B: height, my roman
tic skills. White Chocolate: Lexus, BMW. QB: G.P. 
A., foot powder. Buda: cheesy poofs, licking skills. 
Cho: my flowing ksills. TO ALL MY BOYS, I GIVE 
YA'LL 1 LOVE. Jennifer: my playa skills. Michaela: 
a new romantic man. If you're not on my will, I don't 
care about ya'll. Peace Playboy. 

I, Tracy Keck, of a body and a mind 
leave behind the following....To Linsey - half my bowl 
of dduk bokgee, an Oasis quesadilla, and a cake that 
you can take. To all the Collier Crew boys - an invita
tion to come eat all my food, Bop-it, and mario kart. To 
Amy B. - my yellow vest. To Amy A. - my height. To 
Jay - some BK. cravers. To Linda - anything you want, 
for teaching me korean. To Jackie - my fantastic sense 
of humor...oh, wait, you already have one. To everyone 
else - Curl Power! 

I, Nathan King, of superior body and stout mind 
leave behind the following....To Neill 1 leave apple 
turnover casserole. To Matt I leave tatortot casserole. 
To James I lea ve a big orange pumpkin casserole. To 
Mike I lea ve okra casserole. To Jake I lea ve tuna 
casserole. To the former red hat hang I leav e my chess 
skills. 

I, Kristina Cox, of sound body and sound mind 
leave behind the following....My Family: I leave you 
my stuffl left behind when i go off to college and also 
the important thing is I will always love you. Caren: 
my best friend for 10 uears, you've been my great 
friend. I will n ever forget you when we go our seperate 
ways. I will leave you my half of my heart necklace 
that I have you a long time ago. It symbolizes our 
friendship. I will miss you. 



I, Amy "Lou" Bowen, of soccer star body and cRaZv 
southern mind, leave behind the following...God: Many thanks for 
all my blessings. My Parents: Thanks, love, and relaxation.. 
Brian: love, guidance, soccer skillz, and the computer.. My Chet: 
my love, Tenn. Pride, Westlife, caramel ffappacinos, airplane 
tickets, baseball.. Ashlee: 'da Beach, monkey food, PC bangs, 
Whoau, the Puma store, Xena/Braveheart/Girl Interrupted, and a 
car to come see me.Bekah: orangie, Tiggah, Missouri..KT: stress 
pills, AF guys, cd burner, freedom!...Amy: 'ssissippi trips, Fred, 
southern twin pride...Becca: fun times...Ole: Prodigy, UNC soccer 
camp, awesome tennis seasons..Susan: a never ending film 
supply..Tracy: Godivas YNP: fun, mischief, success..Coach: 
success in the next 30 years of coaching Y'all: love and luck in 
college or high school, u bes' keep in touch! *SC BUDS* 
Lauren: Carolina Wings, paddleboats, Clothing World, Ryan, 
baseball games in the summer..Bill: Big pimpin', San Jose's, 
soccer..Tiffany: Mall trips, hot guys, USC 

I, Katie McCoy, of charismatic mind and elfin, yet buff 
body bequeth the following....family - my love; Bekah -
3yrs, "did 1 say that out loud?!," so many memories!, TMI, 
"innocence," chappy...," "we're beautiful women!"... 
Rebecca - marines, AP2,15 minutes, scoping, dokbogki, a 
keeper!; Ahslee-Xena, take-out skills, "wut's that?", hug !", 
Susan-Bush, carbs. Best Setter, AFPT; AmyB-Mia skills, 
gas station, Lance; KateM-cookies, ballet, eye2eye; AmyA -
2nd grade, Daisy; Linsey - Pokemon, comyness; CharlesH -
eeyore, Mr. SAHS, trailer park, 2/5; Jay - pimpin skills; 
JohnA - mad pimpin on hot girls; Josh - hockey rink, gate 52 
corner, accidents, no worries; Ricky - SAT vocabulary, 
Joey, AP Stats-disser!; Jason - 1 week relationships, dream 
car; JeffD - mad play; Oli - Falcon gym, your 2nd home!, 
SidewinderS!; Frank - DL-BF/GF, 20 questions; YNP - ya'lls 
crazy laughs; Collier Crew - a new 2nd home! 

I, Ryan Reich, of singular body and oxtmoronic mind 
leave behind the following...my accursed oxymoronic (sane 
and insane) mind to Dan Sarbalis. my stash of Halloween 
candy from my freshman year to Jorge Chavez, my 
boxes and boxes of junk to my parents, my fantasy anime 
DUDs to Jennifer Allen, my science fiction anime DUDs 
to Barret Reich, my strange science experiments to 
anyone willing to take them, my anime web page to Justin, 
my money to non profit organizations concerned with the 
protection of Chinas Red Pandas, and my other web page 
to those red pandas. 

I, Caren Strain, of somewhat working body and 
crazed mind leave behind the following... Dianna - the 
perfect guy that will obey you. Erica - Smurfs. Jessi -
a cowboy on a Harley. Kristina - a personal chef. 
Dillion - all the platform shoes that you could ever 
want. Nadine - a baseball bat for when your guy 
complains. John - dinner plates and an afro wig, the 
girls Olympic gymnastics team. Heath - needles to 
poke people with and an unlimited supply of leather. 
Monkey - the shoes that 1 stole from you and cream 
cheese, luv you. 

I, Cherie Carter, of happy mind and green hairs 
leave behind the following....to Kristin, everything 
weird and all our shopping trips! To Mont and Dad, 
my love and thanks. To Lisa, the chickens... 1 leave all 
my common sense and FACE PAINT to Ryan Evans. 
To Ryan Gamble, I leave all my black shirts. Andrew 
may have my lunch! To all the future AP Stats 
students, I leave my stress, frustration, and the best of 
luch. To EVERYONE, I le ave all my love. 2001! 

I, Amy Bivens, of slender body and procrastinating 
mind leave behind the following to my family - love 
and bad school pictures. To Paul - my bass and CD's, 
keep'em orburn'em. Jen - my anime, books, and 
passwords. Bob - my playstation, games, and steath. 
Ha!. To Kenny - the floor by my fridge. Mike - a 
package of straws. Drew - all the maxims in my house so 
you can decorate your room. Sarah - much look and 
happiness. Juli - patience and self control. DR,JD, JJ -
my silly faces! finally, to Thor, Billy, Bobo,and MiniM. 
- clean sheets and tissues. 

I, Nadine Senk, of broken body and disturbed mind 
leave behind the following....Parents: love, Dylan: long 
conversations, laughter, orchestras, dosing, "taking out the 
trash," unicorns, women's liberation, being synchronized. 
Caren: earrings, CD's, hot guys, Delia's, butt. Diana: 
Starbucks coffee, art, shoes, cars. John: Seoul Tower, 
advice. Eury: the good times we once had. CFO: 
compassion, a brighter future. Andrina: penthouse, secret 
handshake. 

1, Sarah Lawrentz, of prelapsarian body and 
insane mind leave behind the following...50 male deer 
and a bigger leaf to John; the squish couch to 
Samantha; balloons and a new set of fig leaves to 
Sarah; a big bag to Steve and Sadie; my "purple" hair 
to Ryan; the hynotic magic die to Andrew; tranquilizers 
and decaffinated coffee to Mr. Martin; to the rest of 
the world I lea ve this knowledge: "Nate is Nice" I'll 
missya'll. 



I, Yeji Lim, of cute body and babu mind leave 
behind the following....Mom, Dad, e-moe&e-moeboo -
thank you for your care in GOD, luv you. Oe - ahjussies, 
won joe kyo jae. Misil - world singer. Doe slu lak. 
Jackie - C moe ?, a wangja 4u. Nabbang - "elite" hak 
won, summer memories. Linda - Babo2!! 4eva w/pooh. 
Pat - 012 w/tigger. Jane C - short leg pride, 012 with 
erik. Jane L - Koe Tae = meeting, Daum girl. Christine 
Driver's Ed. Brian. Sejin - Samsung riverhill. Stevee -
sticker on ur cell. David - don't make girls cry. Hana -
TV @ night, internet memories, luv u. Bang - "NIGHT" 

I, Chris Schrebe, of buff body and dangerous mind 
leave behind the following God: a special thanks. Mom: a 
special thanks. Jorge: membership to join my Dallas Cow
boys fanclub in yahoo. Ms. Pell: a class full of students like 
me. Adam and Runyan: I leave you my X.O. position and my 
ranks and Korean skills. Leo Niewierowski: a fat baseball 
with my autograph on it. Jimmy: "Y.G." at's from Korean. 
Ms. Lee: I lea ve you the jersey Randy Moss wore in 
Marshall University. Mr. Woodruff: a million boxes of 
"tootsie-rolls". Steve C.: my Yankees jersey. Nathan K.: a 
girlfriend. 

I, Jorge Chavez, of impervious body and divine 
mind leave behind the following....To Ben, I give back 
the watch that he will give me when he dies. The trumpet 
that I checked out for band, well I'm giving it back two 
dollars. The books that I checked out for my classes, I 
will give them back also and for free. 

I, Pay ton Allen, of small body and strong mind 
leave behind the following....My happiness to everyone 
who believe that the world is going to end because they 
are in Korea. I leave my imagination to those who do not 
have an imagination or a life. To the rest I leave nothing 
but the greatness of life. 

1, Anna Chai,of baby lotion smelling body and 
happy mind leave behind the following I love you... God 
- thank you for taking care of me. Parents - thank you for 
being with me every step of the way; I'll make you proud. 
Janers - happy hs years; lots of love. Oppa - success, 
love. Chris -1 asked God to bless me and me the happiest 
person in the whole world and he gave me you. Leah - bff; 
happiness. Nana - riverside; snow; stickerpixes. Smithers 
- noraebang; physics. Kristin - secrets; kites; Christmas; 
dukboki. Catherine - jb; stlakers. Diana - 5classes; 
bandtour. LeElEe - sports; white chocolate. Steven -
girlfriend; talks. John - secrets. JuLee&ShawnEe -
geniusgroup. Obee&theresa - b-ball. 

I, Tammy Henault ,of dazzling body and decisive 
mind, bequeath the following Mom & Dad - a million 
unspoken "Thank You's," my love forever & a piece of 
the little girl with purple lips. Wilson - a special place in 
my heart always, happy memories, & Baskin Robbins. 
Linda - my finger eating stomach. Sun - Stanford. 
Audrey - DH. Sheena - 7th grade. Michaela - BJ. 
Michelle - a magic hair formula. Jackie - 1 st place. 
Susan P. - Chex Mix. Michell-n-Cherie B. - sister
hood for life! my T.E.C. family - a million hugs & God's 
blessings. Everyone - my email address: 
luvable486@hotmail.com so you can keep in touch!. 
I'LL MISS YOU ALL! 

I, Jackie Jackson, of gong-ju body and intelligent 
mind leave behind the following...Mom, Dad, Chrissy -
10 million thanQz, endless happiness, family memories, I 
thank God for blessing me with you, I luv you. Nana, 
Janers - Tim, Erik, cake, homecomings, Prom, Apku-
guy, dongbu stickerpix, dance moves, twinday, cabdriver, 
79s637. Christine - 3cabdrivers, Brian. Sun - jr.year, 
Chang, success. PnL - happniess. Anna - aplit, utensils, 
spaghettiday - 3hrs, my humor. Chong - winterfight, 
bikeride, lunch?, kangnam, happiness. Steve -
sarcasm+friendship. Duffie - bedsheet. Laubster -
mouth*. Susan - bread-dip. JaneK, Misil - Japan. 
DanielW - lobstermachine. Victor, Steve - unlimited free 
S.S. lunches. Tammy -2nd place. Tony - crockpot. 
Jason - equivalant ssullongham. I luv u a ll-!* 

I, Audrey Pai, of alluring body and wicked mind 
leave the following....Moin&Dad - everlasting love and 
respect. Tammy - t hanks for everything, lub you! MB -
memories, fights, laughs, tears, hugs and kisses...thank 
you. 143637! SL - icepacks, arts & crafts, social life MT -
drama, ghetto booty, vball, cooking lessons. SG - your old 
self, our bday party, a nice boyfriend MK - jinx, better 
lying skillz, glowsticks, rogaine. AK - shaving, swim pool, a 
normal tone of voice Missy - sleepovers, long talks. SP -
gasu life, normal hair. JL - syko cindy CC - rich indian! 
more candy LL - angel twin, shorter legs. TH - coffee 
shops, happiness w/wilson. DL - hooked on phonics. DS -
skipping times. TK - food, "we're family". SC - physics at 
5am! DK - kimbap runs. SP - a rematch. JY - snowman. 
JK - my height PN - DJ laypist CS - l ater curfew. JC - ur 
2nd friend. CP - seminar J.l, SC&JK - a ski trip and a 
rave. 52&YL - mr. shirley! JB- roomy BK- see you at 
the studio JJ - NUNA gan da~ 



I, Michaela Mae Tucker, of full body and pure 
mind leave behind the following...Parents: life without me, 
1 love you, thanking you for being there. Kim T: childhood 
memories. Audrey: volleyball, LONG talks. Carissa: I.O. 
U.'s. Michelle: trust. Sheena: friendship and eternity. 
Sun L.: prayers. Tamniv: success. Annek: spice girlss 
CD. Melissa: gap in friendship. Sun P.: honey family 
crew. David W.: pronunciation book. Dallas: no chances. 
Cuban: tolerance. Cho: studio, mic. Jennifer: man of 
your dreams. Sandra: boxing gloves. Nataschia: life with 
BJ, apology. Kim Walk: pc bang. Thomasina: freedom. 
Marie: pogo games. David Lee: bandaids for paper cuts. 
Bradley: saving the best for last, 1 leave my heart, 
memories, and everlasting love. 

I, Sun Lee, of vivacious mind and exquisite body, 
bequeath the following....God (the reason I liv e) -1 offer 
my life 2u. Thank you for your guidance - wo/u I am 
nothing. Mom & Dad - endless luv & gratitude, my 
success. Sun - tears, influence, luv. Babysis - Argie, 
trust, the best.Chang - undivided luv, success, no more 
waiting, God's guidance, myall Aud-my talents, icepaks, 
luv Michelle-good mom, Best-listener award Sheena-
helath, consistency, success Michaela-happiness, 
L'amour Anne-dad-talks, advice, comfort memz, my 
heart Tammy-hair, friendship, prayers, Wilson Susan-
water, duckmeat Jackie-tortillas-n-dip, sucess Linda-
BFF, sistership Nana-6-10,9yluv David-girlfriend, 
Soultrain JL-our Vision JC-hot shower 

I, Michelle Kim, of sexy, stick body and assertive 
mind leave behind the following....Mom and Dad: All my 
luv& respect. ILUVUGUYZ! Thomas: mom's 
naggin', my room. I GOT UR BACK 4 LIFE! Brian: 
meat, M5, dduhl, ktmchi, more fights & all da memories. 
ILUV U 637! AP: my nose, lisp remover, ravin', MT: 
height, jjapagetti. SL: church, sour stuff. SG: nicotine 
patch, .medicine to cure shakin', a nice BF. AK: white 
people, SAHS. MK: angel, old dayz,. SP: diploma, 
SSR. JL: Hirata, LL: da "talks," home memories, 
LYIAS! DL: eyes 2 see, GF, DS: proper walk, JK: 
Santa Clause, mushroom haircuts, SC: my clac grades, 
TK: FOOD! DL(liP bro): my "attacks," PN: therapist, 
JY: ugly twin sis,' SP: strip poker, Sharon: HYATT! 
Woo: SHIEGOL! TH: straight hair, JC: babychick, 
Nana: maturity, Sun Kyung & Co: stay our of trouble 
& HAVE FUN! JJ: & Co: anotherplace likepinggaie. 
<your fav. huhaga> 

I, Christina Song, of a short body and innocent 
mind leave behind the following....God - uncountable 
thanQ's; Parents - my love, I'll try to make u proud; 
Oppa - successful future b/c u deserve the best, #1 
oppa; TC - endless support & luv, summer tymz, 
soulmate; JH - nn, talks, qt guy, prom, gf-px; TL -
smilez, fanclub, ur song, jkim, 143; AK - cm, s-trauma, 
twn; AC - r-side, chris, t79; YL - jamesSSN; DK - ur 
note; CP - brian; AN - xoxo; SF - ibbuni; PB - linda; 
SJL - 79-ship; AP - f&n; MK - v-ball; JJ - fav-JR, 
hate list; MC - fdongseng; HW - prez; DO - hi, Vascon, 
JK-fam-f-dongsengz, b-rides; SC - c-hood; ML,BY -
vida, 703ho; HK - sorries; SN - memz; YK - JH; Every 
1-143! 

I, Preston of lazy body and absent mind leave 
behind the following....to whoever gets my textbooks, I 
left them in excellent condition because never took them 
home. Don't worry if you get one and you're not smart, I 
marked all of the answers for you. To whoever gets my 
locker, leave the pictures in and add some more. I'd like 
to leave my personal spot in the lobby to the laziest 
person in next year's senior class. To my brother and 
Michelle 1 leave my favorite skip spot. Christine and 
Alice can have my favorite sandwhich. 

1. Ray Lamb, of loving everybody and open 
mind leave behind th following That I was here for 
a reason hopefully to know that if you are alone I wil l 
keep you company. If I n ever had the chance to meet 
you I p ray to God that I do . I take with me my 
memories of my family (G2K & TEC) in my heart. 1 
leave behind for you all my inspiration and you know 
who you all are. 1 want to give one last thing which is 
a contagious thing. It is called love, it is easily caught 
and used. 

I, Ben Williams, of hairy body and original mind 
leave behind the following.. .Jorge -1 leave a watch, 
Nate - some strategy, Wayne - the electronics market, 
M a g n o  - 1  l e a v e  a  J a g u a r  X N 1 8 0 ,  G l e n n  a n d  W i l l  - 1  
leave something to do, Linsey -1 leave pokemon crap 
that nobody cares about, Ryan - a real guitar, Danielle -
my loser eraser, and finally to everyone else I don't care 
about I leave nothing. 

1, And rea Veasey, of sound body and mind leave behind 
the following To my parents, I leave all my love, I appreci
ate everything you've done for me. To my brother, I leave my 
chain, all my CD's, and anything else you want. I lo ve you. To 
my second family in Augusta, GA, I will always love all of you. 
Thank you for everything. To ma, I'm sorry for wrecking your 
car, and everything else I t ook you through. To Melanie, 
Willis, and Ben, 1 leav e behind our good times. Augusta 
Georgia forever. 



My living of sound body and soul leave behind the 
following...a never ending supply of cheese to Joyce 
Crabb; South Carolina's spirit to Simone McNair; 
Charm and wit to Michael Reid; Good looks and a 
magnitude of females to Ray Lance; Love and happiness 
to Payton Allen; Cherished memories to my parents; 
Sweet victory to Jeremiah Carr; to any one I left o ut 
much love ya1 Danielle Reid 

1, Re becca Sue Hensley, of pierced body and polished 
mind leave behind the following....2: GOD he knows FAMILY 
I love you ERIK CHAPPY, our memories, med hand. TB, 
first, my love 4 us is more than words can say BUBBA 1 luv 
N painful smiles, silly girl C The soccer joke. kT I said it out 
loud! 3yrs = g'times BOO awesome night, beauties, ty 4 
everything POK kyute squirtal, yes leally SOOZ you dah 
best YNP I'mah g DOLLEY hot chicks, nice smiles 'SON 
snow fight = pain BUBS the plan-94% BYUN only .24 
EVERYONE ELSE sorry I missed u - u know I luv you! 

I, Noeleen, of fit body and intelligent leave behind the 
following...Charbar: all my love; My Parents: love and 
thanks for influencing me to becoming the person I am; my 
other blond sister (my second favorite sister): I will never 
forget you; James: my deepest thanks for always being 
there; Mike: ability to wield the "raging dragons"; Not-By-
Works: my admiration; Club, TECERS, Vida People: 
May God be with you. 

I, Thomas Coyle, of absent mind and increasingly 
pudgy body leave behind the following...To Mom and 
Dad, the utmost respect and appreciation for all your 
sacrifices- you've done well...To Jennifer, the big bed
room back home, and hopefully better grades than me in 
high school. To Regina, my pimp wheels and a stress 
moniter. To Justin, my gold skills, you should be immortal 
with them! To Rebecca, the man of your dreams, good 
luck looking!! Peace, I'moutta here... 

I, Sean Bilbary, of solio body and g-status mind 
leave behind the following....God - my eternal love and 
faith; Parents - eternally grateful, my love; Epac -
backwards shirts, 1 lpm-5am raps, 60mph snowy nights; 
Yidja - counceling Bills, 2kl skillz, VIDA memories; P.h, 
- cafe night video, g-status, VIDA memories, hercules, 
excellent will blocking skillz; Lay - awesome junior/ 
senior year, VIDA memories, wrong ones, lunch inffont 
of Erik's in car; Homeboy - rogish ability, safe-n-secure 
home, 2 sec late dive; E-n-J - happiness, friendship, 
love; YnP - college life, road trips, awesome times; 
Onnuri - my love, continued faith, and prayers. Love 
ya'll. 

I, James Phillips, of yellow body and philo
sophical mind leave behind the following...Epac -
cheese skills, evil smiles, faster internet, and G.I. Joe 
skills, Carmen Sandiego, Fresca, and a place to 
crash. Yidjadaddv - "sing and dance" and automatic 
humble G...that says it all, and a new alias (bass). 
Picaso - onnuri, paint, paintbrush, and a damaged car 
to fix. Lay - a great time next year, a trunk, a 
freestyle partner, and an acting career, another 
invitation to dragon. Homeboy - a home to chill in, 
Ms. Mount's accusations, and the willingness to do 
things. Frank - winterfresh, smashed fetal pigs, and a 
steady girlfriend. Holly - a dark room, Korean II 
arguments, instructional videos, and my jokes. 

I, Erik Collins, of clever mind and body leave be
hind the following to God my eternal love, my parents 
17 years of the best parenting, my bro the guidance you've 
given me to shape me into who I am, I'd be less without 
you, YnP all our memories over the years (too much for a 
business card), my will is in my heart and yours as well, 
Chris stell cage, homeboy status, Holly dreams with 
James, Bekah special sessions, first, massages, closet 
hiding, our talks, a LOT more wonderful memories, my 
everlasting love and friendship, CHAPPY beyond words. 

I, Chris Keane, of fat body and dirty mind leave 
behind the following....to the toilet paper guy with the 
cardboard box, the everlasting roll of t.p. Thanks for the 
supply. To all you bowlers the perfect pair of shoes. To 
YNP thankx for letting me be your friends, not a loser like 
Jenny D. To James the great things that we saw in 
anatomy. Chet the perfect girl and the fun times in 
Singapore. Erik the ability to do the triple deek like that 
old geezer ober dea. Bilbrav to the able to like a girl for a 
long time. Robert the talks in Singapore and don't hate 
you know who. Jenny and Holly the perfect bottom. 



I, Linda Lim, of elongated body and pure mind leave behind 
the following....mom&dad - my luv and gratitude for the many 
sacrifices made, all my respect. Grace - sista pwr, your man inVA, 
my luv. Pat - our coffee shop, sideburns, FAT, your piggy juju 
princess, my luv till Pooh&Tigger dies. Woo - sool, old guys, years 
of happy memories, best79012. Tammy - finger eating belly, AP 
history book, much luv. Lisa - "ooh baby ooh mama," happy 
memories. Teresa - online secrets, much luv. Janice - dalamji pwr! 
Janers - peanuts, Speed. Yeji - babo#l, NAMJAS. Michelle - a si s 
(me!), house memories. Goofy - lotion, a gurl. Shawn - notes from 
9th grade. Nana - happiness, memories. Sun - study nights, much 
luv. Audrey - 1004 side of me. Misil - MSN. Tracy - korean-ness. 
Amy A - Limp Bizkit. Jackie - dance floor. Christine - cheese cake! 
To All - happiness, much luv, and God bless! 

1, Jane Chung, of precious body and magnificent 
mind bequeath the following Heavenly daddy -
Thank you for the eternal blessings! Mom & Dad -
Thanks for all your support and love. Dad, ur da family 
man! Ginko - fights, sister talks, monopoly, big hip, duck 
toes, gobbles, 143! EP - riverside, my lovely feet, trippin, 
Happy End, yellownose, My one & onlee love, you're 
my fist & last. ENJ637. CS - lottworld, carcrash. JJ -
Polo, bbin, bombthreat trippin. LL - Mari, obgu. CP -
tony, fight at church, brian. SB - once again. HOTDOG 
- rollerbladin skills, farewell STR, valentines. JR - magic 
route, px. MT - 1 st friend. SL - taiquela! AP -
bathroom, sh! YL - airhead. WC - eyestickers, silicon. 
BJ - summertrek kids, naughty questions. DJ - my 4eva 
dongseng. HD - dummie gurl, chorus, 143 guys all! 

I, Christine H. Park, of innocent mind and body 
leave the following behind...God - my life, soul&spirit. 1 
love U! Parents - everlasting love and respect, gazillion 
thank you's. Diane - clothes, SAHS. Dawgettes - my 
love&friendship. Lindsey - Danny, maht tests. 
Hanna&Sunny - UCLA&animal memories! 
Mike&Sunny. Queena - Kiteh. KK - korea's soccer 
team. Sarah - Eugene. Janners - Onnuri, thank* 1000 for 
always being there, Erik. 5252: younger men, ur house. 
Yeji - my tutor, drivers ed. Jackie - lOOOg. NaNa -
friendship012, Tim. Jane - Ko-Dae. Jook - happiness w/ 
"cali" girlfriend. Joon - friendship, emails. DdAhL - neh 
sarang. Eva Unni - more calls. Linda - Patrick, 
cheesecake. Everyone I COULDN'T mention - my 
prayers for eternal love w/God&U! 

I, Shawn Fowler, of (blank) mind and (blank) 
body leave behind the followin To Mom and Dad -
love and hopefully a successful son. Steve - some 
clothes, guidance. SY - vida, more memories, and 
happiness. KH - talks of life, playstation skills. TK -
foot deodorant, boo boos. PB - my pinkies, 588. JR 
- diablo II, hearing aid. FY - mamajokes.m jergenz. 
PS - moodswing pills, korean times. LL - 9th grade 
BFF. NaNa - 9th grade letters. EL nuna - bennigans, 
height. NP, DW, AK, SS, JY - my ear, all the reiner 
and odonko lines. 

I, Misil Oxendine, leave behind the following...Yeji, 
Woo Hee, Jane -1 love you guys always and forever. We 
are gong Joo dul kiki~. Jane Kvvon, So Jung - I'll always 
be with you guys and I can't forget our memories. SSa 
Yang He. forever. Kim Hae Young - You always make 
me crazy but I always love you. Jonathan Kim - we are 
the best friends and cute saxaphones couples forever, you 
know that right'.' Borra, Bessie -1 miss you guys and love 
always. Min, Brandon - don't thank about me to much. 
Selina, Noemi, Mimi, Helen, Sun - gae goo Jaeng ee 
dul, love always. My Family - love, thanks and my all. 
Jonathan, Steve, Daniel - we are music friends. Music 
is mv life and soul! 

I, Marie Zenter of seductive body and bewitch
ing mind leave behind the following Dad - payment 
for all my IOU's, love and respect for life. Joselynn -
friendship for life, promise of better listening skills, 
shopping sprees, cheese. Thomasina - P.C. Bang, 
gazebo, korean food, bathroom breaks. Kim - P.C. 
bang (poppit and turbo 21), chicken balls, deep 
conversations. Sarah - friendship for life. DeVaris -
my left cheek. Willis -1 save the best for life...*sigh* 
memories of first experiences....stupid arguements that 
are my fault. 

I, Jennifer White, of simple body and complicated 
mind leave behind the following...all the seniors - my 
best wishes that you succeed in life. 

I, Glenn Hollander, of no body and yes mind leave 
behind the following: To Wayne a haircut. To Ben some 
classes that he can pass. To Will leave something to do. To 
Becky I lea ve Magno's car. To Linsey I lea ve some Teenage 
Mutant Ninja Turtles so they can beat them stupid Pokcmon 
action figures, that 1 kno w she has. I le ave Nate nothing. To 
Jennifer Kleckner 1 leav e somethings shiney. 
Supercalifragilisticexpialidocious. 



I, Ryan Gamble, of chemically unbalanced body and 
demented mind leave behind the following....to the school -1 
leave my memories and cool friends. To Steve and Sarah - a 
box (you know), to Andrew -1 leave a set of dice. To Sarah 
L. - my poetry and TKD class. To all the "drama junkies"-
the art hallway at lunchtime. and to Cherie - Seoul Land and 
the senior trip. 

Footnote: The index pictures and the 
picture for the table of contents were taken 
from the book Korea a Journey through 
North and South Korea. 

I, Anthony Kim, of pure mind and lovely body bequeath the following: Lord: 
Thanks for the wonderful "path" and the blessings Mom and Dad: all my love 
and 10 million apologies for my bad deeds Little Amy: my love and my 
computer for chatting Mike: All my love and respect, happiness with Tammy 
noo na, "perfect" body David L: girl, brotherly love, chillin time on weekends 
Isaac: more love for Dah-Neem, more faith in God The Pai's: money I 
scrubbed, some more "family love" Jason: "Far East" times John: girls, more 
flirting skills Sejin: setter's hands, study skills, better skipping skills Steve: 
physics jjang, girlfriend David K: cham ee suul Paul N: more skipping Coach 
Cannon: control over your temper, a disciplined vball team Paul S: food I 
scrubbed Frank: girlfriend, less flirtatiousness JJ: SAHS, you better rule!!! 
Michelle: more hair, food I st ole ll,h grade hoo baes: some respect for me 
Johnny: less sensitivity, bigger boobs Erik: less tolerance, "good times" Mike 
B. more fun, new car Brian: raves, more raves Daniel more time with each 
other, fun times To anyone I forgot: sorry, didn't have enough room 

Y EARBOOK 
THANK YOU'S... 

Mr. Calabro, thank you for being our sponsor, you are the coolest. Mrs. Wilkins, if we could have chose 
any other teacher to be our neighbor, it still would have been you. Thank you for your support. Mr. Rozzi, "this 
has been a great learning experience." Mr. Camerud, for helping us out. Ms. Yi in the main office, for helping us 
with student locators and Japan. Mr. Woodruff, for all the help we got. Ms. Bean, thanks for coming in and 
helping us. 

Chester, Erik, Chris, and James thanks fordoing the football page. Amy Bowen, special thanks from Frank 
for working on most of the sports pages, you should have been sports editor. Susan Page, thanks for all your help 
on the pages and business. 

An extra special thanks to Ken Riley for doing such a wonderful cover in such a short time. We owe you big 
time!!!!! 



From 
THE EDITOR... 

"Oh, where to begin?... Well, it's very hard to describe in words about how much I did not enjoy my 
Senior year at all, sure I got out of class many times, but all of that time was spent working on the yearbook. All 
the times spent in that room was very aggravating for myself and others. Sheena and Holly had no winter break; 
they just had winter and yearbook to worry about, but no break. Spring break was also very stressful, because 
we all spent our entire spring break in that room as well. There were many times when I thought I would just 
lose my mind, and several times I swear I did. With the procrastination from other stafl members, it was very 
difficult to add on their load of unfinished work, to mine. To the faculty who helped, I want to thank each and 
every one of you. Mr. Calabro, even though you did not really help much with the pages, thank for handling the 
finances, listening to what 1 had to say, and all the times for understanding. Mrs. Wilkins, thank you for all the 
times you didn't mind and listening. 1 know that many faculty staff members complained about the Faculty 
Section last year, but I personally made sure that there would be no complaining about that. This is the work of 
only 5 to 6 people who put all their effort and time into it." 

Paul Shin 
Yearbook Head Editor 

Left: How do you relieve stress? Jeff Dolley (12) por 
trays a very unique "yearbook" method to relieve his stress. 147 
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Yon are our 
dream come 
true. Now is the 
time ior you to 
live out your 
dreams and be
come all the 
you are meant 
to be. We be
lieve in you and 
love you. 

Mom and Dad 
* 

RYAN REICH 



Don't ever stop 
believing in your 
self and all the 
dreams you wan 
to achieve. 
We love you 
very much. 
Mother and Grand 
parents Covington 

Danielle, 
you have ma
tured to a beauti 
ful young lady, 
that we are 
blessed to have 
as a daughter. 

Nathan, 
You have always been a wonderful 

"gift from God." You've always 
blessed us, and we love you so very 
much! We've watched you grow intc 
a man, and we're so proud of you. 
As you leave high school, know that 
we love you and we're praying for 

Love, Dad and Mom 

Robert, 
Home remains as you go 

out to conquer the world. 
We will always be there 

for you in spirit, in prayer, 
and in love. You are never 
alone. 

Mom and Dad 

• Thanks, 
to all the parents and 
organiztionswhopui 

ta support our yearbook. 
- 2000-2001 Yearbook Si 
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1 i i 
May today's success... 

be the beginning 
of tomorrow's achievements. 

CONGRATULATIONS Class of 01! 



DRAGON HILL LODGE 
SALUTES T HE 

SEOUL AM ERICAN HIGH SCHOOL 
GRADUATING CLASS OF 2001! 

DRAGON HILL LODGE 
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better scores, better schools 

The Princeton Review Will Help You Do It. 

The Princeton Review offers 
the most effective and 
personal SAT preparation available anywhere. 
Each year, our programs give tens of 
thousands of students an edge on their exams. 

We offer you a complete preparation experience you 
won't find anywhere else: 
the best instructors, small class sizes, 
and convenient schedules. 
In fact, 9 out of 10 Princeton Review 
students are accepted into one 
of their top-choice colleges. 

So get focused. 
Call about the Princeton Review 2001 
Summer, Winter(12/18-1/2) and Spring(3/10-3/24) 
SAT Program today. 

www.tpr .co.kr  (02)736-7762 
korea (02)554-7762 



Seoul American High School 
Parent Teacher Organization 

Congratulations 
Class of 2001 

We enjoyed our time serving you! 

PTO Board: Tammy Copus (Treasurer), Laura Wood (Membership) . Cl/innt 
Steve Carpenter (Publicity), Joyce Judie (Parliamentarian), 1 llC CrHlt f 21f IlCttCd OVCF !ll34uU« 

Amy Griffin (Vice President), Tyra Lamb (President) 

Joyce Judie, Diana Durbin (Craft Fair Chair) 
and Marty Marks 

PTO met the first Tuesday of each month! 
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Ja^tyBasicL 
Youth Symphony 

EUSA Bwvut 

Cheaper by the Dozen 
Give Mv Regards to Broadway! 

Steven/H. Carpenter II 
SAHS Claw of2001 

We/'r&p roods of yowl 
Love* Mom/, Dads, Chrirtnescuvd/Poke^hetLees 

M*A*S*H 
£et MiiemM&i 

CHARACICR 
SCHOLARSHIP 
LEAD (US HIP 

SERVICE 



*i have the right to maize 
"n-y own. decisions... to 

say«> or yes. and have 
fun,...| have fl right to act 

How i wan,t' 

Jameson.. Age 10 

> UK 

V 

—(vimo/̂ OO/'-
J' V Jr \ 1 K 'A i 

Z' 

"He found it a little 
difficult at first to settle 

down to the more formal 
atmosphere of school... 

and at times rather resented 
being disciplined." 

Mrs. Bonar, Kindergarten Teacht 



Our  c l ea re s t  daugh t e r . . .  

Jacide... 
The past eighteen years have passed by so fast, 

and you have changed from a little baby into a young lady. 

Always trying your hardest at all you do, 

you have become a dau ght cr that we are very proud of. 

you have proven that you can succeed in all you I that Up to r 

and we believe that you will continue to do so in your future 

which is shining brightly ahead of you. 

We congratulate you on your graduation from high school. 

(Continue talcing the steps to achieve your dreams, 

and never forget that we will be here for you through all. 



Sheena, 
We are very proud of you! 
We hope and pray that all your dreams come true!! 
You will always be in our hearts!!!! 
Love, 

Mom, Dad, Mark, Paul, and Button 
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Congratulations to our girl! 
We are so proud of you and 
all you have accomplished! 

r o l c ^  n a d  t - i s a  
L r„ MOW' °A \ t>  - i t  8  

L°ia 8l chariie J 

LtlChB0y 

porservoranco are tha keys to attaining you goals. 
All our love. 

Mom. Pad. and Chris 



Keep SmMng.-. 
Keep Sifting. 

With all the love and 
support hi the world, 

YourFaniy 
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"Committed to Excellence" 

SAHS Renaissance 

congratulations to the 

Class of 2001 

*i:\\ NvtVe 
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MWRCABLE T V WOULD L IKE TO THANK 
THE CLASS OF £001 ON A JOB WELL DONE. 

BEST OF LUCK TO YOU ALL 
IN YOUR FUTURE ENDEAVORS 

MWR CATV ITS SOMETHING TO SEE. 
738-CATVC22B8) 
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A 
"Blessed is he who has regard tor the weak, the 

Lord delivers him in times of trouble. 
The Lord will preserve his life; He will bless him in 

the land and not surrender him to the desire of his foes. 
The Lord will sustain him on his sickbed and 

restore him from his bed of illness." 
Psalm 41:1-3 ~BU 

Heavenly Father, thank you for your blessings. 
Dad, thanks for all your love and support. 
Step-mom, thanks for stepping in and 
being a real mother to me. 
To my aunts and uncles, thank you 
for your love and your support. 
To all my cousins, thanks for your 
guidance, support, and understanding. 
Dear sister, I miss you. 
To all those who stood by, thanks, 
I got lots of love for all of you. 

V/ 

¥ 

i •H 

iff -f•'jfe 
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Asian Cultures Class 
Jamie, 
Always believe 
in yourself. Know 
that you are loved 
and never forget 
how proud we are 
of you. May every 
dream in you heart 
come true for you, 
my beautiful 

daughter. 

Love, 
Dad, Mom, 

and Ashley 

CONGRATULATIONS MAEVE 
Your life's journey has had lots of twists 
and turns from Hawaii to Virginia, North 
Carolina,Kansas,California, Alaska, 
Pennsylvania, Washington DC, Texas, 
Germany, and finally Korea! You have 
come through with great success as a 
self confident, poised person ready to 
begin the next part of you adventure. 
We are so proud of you. 



Above: My two Jr. High best friends Christine Above: My wonderful friends!!! 
and Ronie. 

Above: My wonderful friends forever!! Above: Youngest me, age 12. Above: My Quienceanos 
at El Panama Hotel. 

Above: My sixth grade class, in Panama. 

Right above: Concert Band tour 2000 SAHS. 
Right: My Family 



/-/OORAYt] 
FOR 

'/WXEUSj 

Danielle, t&jiul Viuiij blessed us- when ijau- came* inla awe (lues-. ' We axe vexiy pxaud of 

L you-, sdll dfiwv czdaue, lllam a4id £bad. A 

M will shield tfau uiith his winqs. c}(e- will sheltex tyxu with his leathers, 

96s faithful pxamises axe yaut axmax a fid pxateclkuv." 1 Psalm91:4 

 ̂ L Danielle, 
11  ̂ j Vv > I am truly blessed to have you as my sister. I love you so 

\̂ \ V much and I will miss you a lot when you go off to college. V 
V-— ^ You have been there when I needed you and you made me  ̂

Happy when / w as sad. May Cod bless and keep you always 
Ll'w yow I'rt1' s'ster' 

BHH 

i® 
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Bradliam, Leonard 
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'Carpenfer, Christine 95 
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CtMreon, Lord 16,17, 28, 29, 86 
Carringfon, Shawned 62 
Carrizates, Matthew • > ' 
Carter, Cherie 7, 62 
Castanaga, Mark 9, 14, 86, 
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Hebert, James 105 
Heim, Sarah 105 
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Evans, Ryan 96 
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Heintz, Acliin 23, 87 
Hemming, William 105 
Henault, Tammy 27, 28, 60, 66 
Hensley, Rebecca II, 66, 80 
Henson, Dylan 
Herring, Sliakeya 
Hightower, Anthony 106 
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Hjuler, Stacy 87, 90 
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Klliara, Sally 96 
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Kim, Anthony 13, 66 

Irwin, Jay 6, 9, 26, 109,100,120 
Irwin, Matthew.106,100 
Ives, Jessica 96 
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Jackson, Jennifer 106 
Jackson, Keyuna 96 
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Janes, Kimberly 
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Jenkins, David 106 
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Randolph, Dallas 7, 11 
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"So why the crying? 
Were our brave words lying 

When we both agreed 
There'd be no tears in our good-bying? 

Butterflies are free, 
And so are we." 






